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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF )
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE )
TELEPHONE AUTHORITY FOR )
ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE )
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996 )
TO RESOLVE ISSUES RELATING TO )
AN INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT )
WITH ALLTEL COMMUNICATIONS, LLC )

Docket No. TC08-

PETITION
FOR ARBITRATION

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority (CRST), by and through

undersigned counsel, petitions the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission

(Commission) to arbitrate unresolved terms and conditions of a proposed Interconnection

and Reciprocal Compensation Agreement (Agreement) between CRST and Alltel

Communications, LLC (Alltel), pursuant to Section 252 of the Communications Act of

1934, as amended (the Act) (47 U.S.C. § 252), SDCL § 49-31-81, and Commission Rule

20:10:32:29. In support of its Petition, CRST states as follows:

1. CRST is an incumbent local exchange carrier engaged in the provision of

telephone exchange service in portions of the State of South Dalcota pursuant to a

certificate of convenience and necessity granted by the Commission.

2. The negotiations with Alltel have proceeded based upon an understanding that

a form of interconnection agreement containing mutually agreed upon terms and

conditions would be utilized to govem interconnection and reciprocal compensation

between the parties.

3. The parties were unable to agree upon language of an interconnection

agreement. Exhibit A attached hereto is the Agreement submitted by AlItel to CRST, and
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Exhibit B attached hereto is the Agreement submitted by CRST to Alltel. 1 The

Agreements contain terms and conditions to which the Parties have agreed, as well as

terms and conditions that are unresolved and for which CRST requests arbitration.

4. This Commission has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Section

252(b)(1) ofthe Act.

Parties and Their Representatives

5. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20:10:32:29(1), the names, addresses,

telephone and facsimile numbers of the parties and their representatives are:

ForCRST:
J.D. Williams
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority
P.O. Box 810
Eagle Butte, SD 57625
Tel. 605-964-2600
Fax 605-964-1000

Represented by:
Darla Pollman Rogers
Riter, Rogers, Wattier & NOlihrup, LLP
319 S. Coteau
Pierre, SD 57501
Tel. 605-224-5825
Fax 605-224-7102

For Alltel:
Ron Williams
Director, Intercarrier Relations
Alltel Communications, LLC
3650 1315t Avenue, SE, Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98006
Tel. 425-586-8700
Fax 425-586-8118

J Attachment A of Exhibit B is red-lined. The original rates and factors submitted to Alltel were derived
from older traffic studies done by Vantage Point Solutions. Because the negotiations between the parties
continued over several months, Vantage Point Solutions updated its studies. The red-lined rates and factors
on Attachment A of Exhibit B reflect the most recent studies, including the results of the FLEe study
performed by Vantage Point Solutions for purposes of this arbitration proceeding. References to rates and
factors throughout the Petition are based upon the most recent studies.
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Represented by:
Stephen Rowell
Alltel Communications, LLC
One Allied Drive
Little Rock AR 72202
Tel. 501-905-8460
Fax 501-905-4443

Summary of Negotiation History

6. CRST and Alltel previously operated under an interconnection agreement

approved by the Commission. By letter dated October 30, 2006, Alltel notified CRST

that it was terminating the existing agreement effective January 1, 2007. Exhibit C is a

true and correct copy of the notice of telmination from Alltel.

7. Despite notification of termination of the Agreement, Alltel continued to

compensate CRST under the terms of the old Agreement, until April of2007.

8. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20: 10:32:29(2), the date of the initial request

for negotiation was by letter dated August 17, 2007, in which CRST requested that Alltel

enter into negotiations for the development of a new interconnection agreement for the

transport and termination of telecommunications traffic between CRST and Alltel. The

new agreement is intended to replace that one which had been terminated pursuant

Alltel's letter of termination dated October 30,2006 (Exhibit C). A true and correct copy

ofCRST's negotiation request is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

9. In accordance with 47 U.S.C. § 252(b)(1), the 135th day following the date on

which Allte! received CRST's request to negotiate a new interconnection agreement

would have been on or about December 30, 2007, and the 160th day following such

request was on or about January 24, 2008. Thereafter, the Parties agreed to extend the

negotiation period a number of times. The Parties agreed to a final extension of the
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negotiation period by letter dated September 29,2008. Pursuant to that letter, the Parties

agreed that the period during which the Parties may petition the Commission for

arbitration of any open issues would remain open until October 21, 2008. A copy of

relevant correspondence between CRST and Alltel is attached hereto as Exhibit E.

10. CRST, through its legal representative, and Alltel, through Ron Williams,

engaged in negotiations through a series of emails and telephone calls for a new

interconnection agreement. The parties were not able to negotiate a satisfactory

agreement.

Unresolved Issues to Be Arbitrated

11. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20:10:32:29(3), a list of unresolved issues of

which CRST is aware and the position of each party (to the extent known to CRST) on

those issues are set forth below.

12. Issue 1: What are the appropriate deimitions to be included in the

Agreement between the Parties? (Section 1.0 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and

Section 3 of Exhibit B (eRST Agreement». There are several differences in the

definitions proposed by each pmiy, the most significant of which are the following:

13. (a) The definition of InterMTA traffic: CRST's proposed definition states

that a call will be classified as interMTA based on the location of the initial cell site

serving the wireless end user at the start of the call and the location of the end office

serving the wireline end user. Due to the nature of mobile service, in the First Report

and Order,2 the FCC fOlmd that the location of a mobile user should be based on the

location of the initial cell site serving the wireless end user at the start of the call.

2 In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions of the Telecommunications Act of
1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, 11 F.C.C.R. 15499, at ~1044, (1996) (First Report and Order).
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CRST's proposed language makes clear how the Parties will determine whether a call is

interMTA, which is a necessary component to determine whether a particular call is

subject to reciprocal compensation or access charges. Alltel apparently objects to this

language because it maintains that it should not be required to determine the originating

location of its customers in any manner. This appears to be part of Alltel's argument that

all traffic, interMTA, intraMTA and local, should be compensated at the same rate and

that Alltel should not be required to pay CRST its tariffed interstate or intrastate access

charge rates for any traffic. In light of Alltel's apparent intent to avoid the payment of

lawful access charges, the Commission should accept the definition of interMTA traffic

proposed by CRST, which confirms that interMTA calls will be detennined based on the

location of the initial cell site serving the wireless end user at the start of the call and the

location of the end office serving the wireline end user.

14. (b) The definition of Local Traffic, Telecommunications Traffic, and

Third Party Provider. It is CRST's position that Local Traffic should be defined for

wireline to wireless calling as traffic exchanged between CRST and Alltel that originates

with a landline CRST customer and terminates to an Alltel NXX that has its rate center

within the same wireline local calling area as the CRST customer and in which Alltel has

a POI within that same wireline local calling area of the CRST exchange. This definition

encompasses calls originated by a CRST wireline customer that CRST routes and rates as

local calls, whether the call terminates to another CRST customer or to the customer of

another carrier. When a CRST landline customer calls another CRST landline customer,

or the customer of another canier, outside of the Wireline Local Calling Area, however,

the call is dialed as 1+ and it is routed to an interexchange carrier for completion. Calls
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routed to an interexchange carrier are access calls and are subject to access charges. It is

Allte1's position that it is entitled to reciprocal compensation on all calls that originate

and terminate within the same MTA, even if the call is routed to the originating

customer's presubscribed interexchange carrier.

15. It is CRST's position that the definition of Telecommunications Traffic and

the definition of Third Party Provider, should make clear that reciprocal compensation is

not to be paid for calls routed to an interexchange carrier. Rather, CRST is entitled to

originating access charges for calls it routes to an interexchange carrier and it is entitled

to terminating access charges for calls routed to CRST by an interexchange carrier. It is

Alltel's position that all calls that originate and terminate within the MTA, even calls that

are routed to the subscriber's pre-selected interexchange carrier, should be considered

local calls subject to reciprocal compensation. These definitions are important for

determining the calls subject to reciprocal compensation and the calls subject to local

dialing parity. CRST's proposed definition of "local traffic" would continue to provide

CRST's customers with the same dialing pattern and call rating that they receive today.

In addition, this definition would ensure that a call from a CRST customer and to any

other particular end user would be rated and routed the same, no matter the identity of the

carrier serving that end user. Accordingly, pursuant to CRST's proposed definitions,

Alltel would be treated the same as CRST treats itself and the same as CRST treats all

other carriers. Further, the definitions CRST has proposed for "local traffic",

"telecommunications traffic" and "third party provider" will provide reciprocal

compensation on the same calls for which reciprocal compensation is paid today.
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16. (c) Definition of Wireline Local Calling Area: CRST defines this term

because it is used in the definition of Local Traffic (Section 1.14 of Exhibit B). Alltel

disputes the need for this definition if its proposed definition of Local Traffic is adopted.

Accordingly, CRST asks the Commission to adopt its definition of Local Traffic in

Section 1.14 and its definition of Wireline Local Calling Area in 1.32.

17. (d) Other definition differences: There are other differences in the

definitions in Exhibits A and B. CRST includes definitions for the following terms, for

which Alltel does not have definitions in Exhibit A: "affiliate", "central office switch",

"direct interconnection", intraMTA traffic", "local exchange carrier", "LRN", "non-local

traffic", "number plan area (NPA)", "rate center", "reciprocal compensation", and

"transiting traffic", not including specific definitions addressed in paragraphs (a) though

(c) above. Alltel includes definitions for the following terms, for which CRST does not

have definitions in Exhibit B: "cell site", "conversation time", "EAS", "end office",

"incumbent LEC", "indirectly connected", "tandem", and "traffic". In addition,

definitions of the following terms (not addressed in (a) through (c) above) are different in

Exhibits A and B: "mobile switching center", "NXX", "POI", "telecommlmications",

"telecommlmications carrier", and "termination". Many of these definitional differences

will be resolved in the disposition of the other unresolved issues between the parties.

18. Issue 2: What is the appropriate scope of Reciprocal Compensation

Traffic? (Section 2.0 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 3 of Exhibit B

(CRST Agreement)). Under the CRST language in Section 3 of Exhibit B, the

Agreement covers the method and compensation for traffic originated on the Alltel

network, terminated on CRST's network via a third party or directly tenninated to CRST,
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or traffic originated on CRST's network and terminated on Alltel's network via a third

party or directly delivered. Specifically, CRST excludes payment of reciprocal

compensation for traffic delivered via an IXC, and compensation relating to enhanced

services and Internet traffic. Alltel proposes that the Agreement applies to local and

InterMTA traffic originated by end users of one party and terminated to end users of the

other party over direct connection or indirect interconnection via third party transiting

facilities. (See Section 2 of Exhibit A). CRST's proposed language properly defines the

scope of reciprocal compensation traffic to be covered by an Interconnection Agreement

between the Parties.

19. Issue 3: What is the appropriate treatment of ISP bound traffic?

(Section 2.2 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 3.2 of Exhibit B (eRST

Agreement». Section 3.2 of Exhibit B (CRST Agreement) states that the Agreement

does not apply to ISP-bound traffic and that ISP-bOlmd traffic shall not be exchanged

pursuant to the Agreement. It is CRST's position that no ISP-bOlmd traffic is currently

exchanged between the parties and that CRST does not intend to exchange ISP-bound

traffic with Alltel.

20. It is Alltel's position that ISP-bolmd traffic between Alltel and CRST, if

any, is presently de minimus. If a Party has reason to believe that enhanced service and

Internet traffic is not de minimus, that Party may reopen negotiations to determine an

appropriate method for identifying such traffic, and the FCC's interim compensation

regime would be the rate (Section 2.2 of Exhibit A). However, the language in Exhibit A

goes on the state that if CRST exchanges ISP-bound traffic with other calTiers and

invokes the FCC rate for ISP-bound traffic with respect to any telecommunications
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carrier, then CRST and Alltel would exchange all local traffic at the capped rate of

$.0007. CRST disagrees with the language in Section 2.2 of Exhibit A, as it appears to

be an attempt by Alltel to limit the amount of reciprocal compensation that CRST can

assess. CRST urges the Commission to adopt its language (Section 3.2 of Exhibit B)

with regard to ISP bound traffic.

21. Issue 4: What are the appropriate interconnection facilities between the

Parties? (Sections 3.0 through 4.3 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 4 of

Exhibit B (eRST Agreement». The parties appear to be in agreement with regard to

indirect interconnection (Section 4.3 of Exhibit A and Section 4.1 of Exhibit B). With

regard to direct interconnection, CRST proposes (1) use of either one-way or two-way

facilities, and (2) that the Parties maintain the current interconnection point at the Eagle

Butte exchange, as shown on Attachment B of Exhibit B. CRST proposes that the

charges for the facilities purchased from CRST will be billed pursuant to CRST's local

pricing guide and that rates for entrance facilities and transport purchased from CRST are

contained in CRST's Intrastate Access Service Tariff or intrastate pricing catalog. CRST

proposes that the charges for shared facilities be shared at the same ratio as shown in

Attachment A, Section 3 of Exhibit B, which are based upon the reciprocal compensation

traffic factors. Pricing of facilities pursuant to CRST's intrastate access tariffs and/or

price list, is appropriate because the facilities would be for local traffic. Based on an

analysis of SS7 call records, it was determined that approximately 1% of the traffic

terminated by Alltel over the facilities in question was interstate traffic. Facilities are not

priced at interstate rates unless 10% of the traffic is interstate. Accordingly, there is no

lawful basis for pricing of facilities pursuant to anything other than CRST's intrastate
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price list. If AlItel believes that the charges in CRST's local pricing catalog are too high,

CRST notes that Alltel is not required to purchase any CRST facilities. Rather, if it

believes CRST's charges are too high, Alltel is able to provide its own facilities or it is

able to purchase or lease facilities from others.

22. With respect to the shared facilities factors, CRST proposes to charge a

minimum charge to Alltel when it orders shared facilities, in order to ensure that facilities

intended to be shared are in fact utilized by Alltel. CRST believes that this condition is

necessary due to its current experience with Alltel where Alltel has ordered shared

facilities but does not utilize them. Under Alltel's proposed language, Alltel could order

shared facilities and not utilize the facilities, thereby requiring CRST to pay 100% of

such facilities.

23. CRST disagrees with Alltel's limitation of facilities to two-way facilities, and

to the elimination of shared facility charges. CRST also disagrees with the inclusion of

additional direct connection POls outside of CRST's service area (Appendix B of Exhibit

A). CRST contends that Alltel should specify where it wants to interconnect so as to

malce the Agreement certain. lntercollilection agreements should be definite and the

obligations of the Patties should be clearly established. Since Alltel has included

additional direct connection POls in Appendix B of Exhibit A not agreed to by the

Parties, it is not clear that the POles) Alltel may subsequently designate would comply

with the Act or that CRST would be able to economically or technically comply with the

request.

24. CRST urges the Commission to adopt its proposed language with regard to

direct interconnection, as found in Section 4 of Exhibit B (CRST Agreement).
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25. Issue 5: Is the inclusion of SS7 messages appropriate? (Section 4.6 of

Exhibit B (CRST Agreement». This Section sets forth the information that will be

populated in the SS7 messages in connection with calls transmitted between the Parties.

The purpose of the information is to allow the Parties to appropriately identify traffic in

compliance with industry standards. CRST is unclear as to Alltel' s position on this issue,

but language similar to Section 4.6 of Exhibit B does not appear in Exhibit A (Alltel

Agreement).

26. Issue 6: What is the obligation of the parties with respect to dialing

parity? (Section 7.4 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 5.4 of Exhibit B

(CRST Agreement». CRST proposes to route all land-to-mobile Telecommtmications

Traffic to Alltel utilizing End User dialing pattems undifferentiated from those provided

to itself or any other catTier's number assigned to the Sallle CRST rate center. CRST

believes that the language proposed by Allte! is similar in intent to that of CRST and

submits this issue as unresolved only in order to ensure that the parties are in full

agreement as to their respective responsibilities.

27. Issue 7: Should compensation for Telecommunications Traffic be

symmetrical? (Section 5.1 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 6.1 of Exhibit

B (CRST Agreement». CRST proposes that compensation for Telecommunications

Traffic should not be sYlmnetrical because it appears that the forward-looking cost of

CRST's network is far greater than the forwat"d-looking cost of Alltel's network. CRST

contends that Alltel should prepat"e a forward-looking cost study to demonstrate the

appropriate compensation rate for the transport and termination of traffic.
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28. Issue 8: What is the appropriate compensation rate for InterMTA

traffic? (Section 5.1.1 and Appendix A of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section

6.2, 6.3, and Attachment A of Exhibit B (eRST Agreement». CRST proposes

language to make clear that Alltel shall compensate CRST for InterMTA traffic at

CRST's tariffed access charge rates. Attachment A of Exhibit B shows that 1% of the

InterMTA traffic is interstate traffic to be billed at CRST's current interstate tariff rates,

and 99% of the InterMTA traffic is intrastate traffic to be billed at CRST's current

intrastate tariff rates. Allte! proposes to compensate CRST for all InterMTA traffic at

$0.03 per minute of use (Appendix A of Exhibit A). Alltel seeks to avoid paying CRST's

lawful interstate and intrastate access charges by this language. Because CRST is entitled

to assess its interstate and intrastate access charges for interstate and intrastate access

traffic, AlItel's proposed language should be rejected.

29. Issue 9: What is the appropriate manner by which the minutes of use of

IntraMTA Traffic terminated by the parties, one to the other, should be calculated

and billed? (Section 5.0 and Appendix A of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and

Sections 6 and 7, and Attachment A of Exhibit B (eRST Agreement». The Parties

agree that each Party is to bill the other Party for reciprocal compensation based on actual

usage. CRST proposes that the Parties may agree to traffic factors set forth in

Attachment A of Exhibit B, which represent a reasonable estimate of the ratio of traffic

originated and tenninated by the Pmiies. The traffic factors may be modified on a go

forward basis, based on the results of a traffic study. CRST proposes a 30% land to

mobile traffic factor and a 70% mobile to land traffic factor. Alltel proposes a reciprocal

compensation credit formula, with credit factors of 60% mobile to land and 40% land to
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mobile. Alltel requires CRST to calculate a credit to Alltel's bill for the estimated

amount of CRST's originated traffic terminated to Alltel. (See Section 7.2.4 and

Appendix A of Exhibit A). CRST opposes this language because it essentially would

require CRST to perform billing on behalf of Alltel. CRST has no obligation under the

Act to perform billing for its competitors and it would provide a competitive advantage to

Alltel by allowing it to transfer the cost of performing billing to CRST. Accordingly,

each party should be responsible for its own billing and collection functions.

30. CRST's proposed language at Section 7.3 would require Alltel, if it elects to

utilize a Transiting Carrier, to be responsible for any charges associated with obtaining

billing records from the transiting canier and to provide said billing records to CRST.

These records are necessary to ensure that CRST can conectly assess reciprocal

compensation to Alltel for call termination when Alltel elects to use a Transiting Carrier.

It is not clear to CRST ifAlltel opposes this language.

31. CRST also includes language that sets forth how usage measurement for calls

begin and end (Section 7.4, Exhibit B), no rounding of minutes of use (Section 7.5,

Exhibit B), amount of detail of MOD's (Section 7.6, Exhibit B), payment of invoiced

amounts within 45 days (Section 7.7, Exhibit B), responsibility for taxes (Section 7.9,

Exhibit B), escalations (Section 7.12, Exhibit B), and a methodology for handling

disputed billings (Section 7.13, Exhibit B). eRST is not clear as to Alltel's position on

these paragraphs, with the exception of the billing cycle. Alltel proposes payment of

invoices within 30 days (Section 7.2.4, Exhibit A). The Parties agree that each party

should be responsible for paying for their own costs associated with billing.
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32. Issue 10: Are the reciprocal compensation rates for IntraMTA Traffic

and the Traffic Factors proposed by CRST appropriate pursuant to 47 U.S.C. §

252(d)(2)? (Section 5 and Appendix A of Exhibit A (AllteI Agreement) and Section 6

and Attachment A of Exhibit B (CRST Agreement)). CRST's proposed reciprocal

compensation rate is $0.021. CRST developed the proposed reciprocal compensation

rates for transport and termination of Alltel-originated calls based upon the results of a

FLEC study that was conducted by CRST's consultant, Vantage Point Solutions,

pursuant to Section 252(d)(2) of the Act (47 U.S.C. § 252(d)(2)) and Section 51.505 of

the FCC's rules (47 CFR §§ 51.505). CRST proposes that compensation for

Telecommunications Traffic should not be symmetrical (see Paragraph 6.1 and

Attachment A of Exhibit B). Alltel proposes a Reciprocal Compensation Rate of $.012

per minute of use (see Paragraph 5.1.2 and Appendix A of Exhibit A).

33. CRST proposes a Traffic Factor of 30% Land to Mobile and 70% Mobile to

Land, and a shared facility factor of 30% CRST and 70% Allte!. Alltel proposes Mobile

to Land Factor of 60% and Land to Mobile Factor of 40% for purposes of calculating the

Reciprocal Compensation Credit Fonnula. CRST opposes the use of a Reciprocal

Compensation Credit Factor as discussed in paragraph 29. Alltel proposes no shared

facility factor and expects CRST to pay 100% of facility charges (Section 3.1.4 of Exhibit

A).

34. CRST proposes that the parties use the InterMTA Use Factor and the

interstate and intrastate percentages as set forth in Attachment A to its Agreement

(Exhibit B). The methodology that was used to develop this factor and the percentages is

the best available information from which the InterMTA Use Factor and percentages can
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be established. The InterMTA Use Factor to be applied to total minutes of use delivered

by Alltel should be 19%, of which 99% of the InterMTA Use Factor should be classified

as intrastate exchange access and 1% of the InterMTA Use Factor should be classified as

interstate exchange access. Alltel proposes an InterMTA Use Factor of 3.0%, and no

percentages of interstate and intrastate traffic, with no apparent basis for said Factor.

CRST believes that a factor and percentages based upon the best available information is

appropriate.

35. Issue 11: What is the appropriate time frame for bringing claims for

disputes arising under the Agreement? (Section 10.0 of Exhibit A (Alltel

Agreement». In this section of the Alltel Agreement, Alltel proposes that no claims for

disputes arising from the Agreement may be brought more than 24 months from the date

of the occurrence giving rise to the dispute, or beyond the applicable statute of

limitations, whichever is shorter. It is CRST's position that the applicable statute of

limitations should control. Therefore, Section 10.0 should not be included in the

Agreement between the Parties.

36. Issue 12: What is the appropriate effective date and term of the

Agreement? (Section 14.0 of Exhibit A (Alltel Agreement) and Section 10 of Exhibit

B (eRST Agreement». Both parties appear to agree that the Agreement be effective as

of January 1, 2007, and remain in full force and effect for a period of thTee years after

January 1, 2007. CRST proposes automatic one year renewal terms, in absence of 90

days advance written notice. Alltel proposes automatic six month renewal telms, in

absence of 60 days written notice.
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37. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20:10:32:29(4), CRST believes the Parties

have been so focused on unresolved issues that they have not discussed portions of

Exhibits 1 and 2 that are substantially the same or very similar. Those sections would

include but not be limited to the following: (a) NOW, THEREFORE language starting

on page 1 of Exhibit A (Allte! Agreement); (b) Section 2 (Interpretation and

Construction) of Exhibit B (CRST Agreement); (c) general contract terms starting with

Section 8 of Exhibit A and Section 13 of Exhibit B. Unresolved issues in any of these

Sections of the Agreements of which CRST is aware to date were included in the

preceding sections of this Petition. To the extent Alltel asserts that disputes or issues

remain unresolved in addition to the issues set forth above, CRST reserves the right to

present evidence and argument regarding such issues.

38. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20:10:32:29(5), there are no unresolved issues

that are not being submitted to the Commission for arbitration.

39. Pursuant to Commission Rule 20:10:32:29(6), the contract language proposed

by CRST is reflected in Exhibit B and the contract language proposed by Alltel is

reflected in Exhibit A.

40. Pursuant to A.R.S.D. 20:10:32:29(7), CRST represents that it has additional

documentation, beyond the attached exhibits, in its possession that relates to the parties'

negotiations and the arbitration proceeding. CRST also has in its possession a series of

emails exchanged between representatives of CRST and Allte!. These emails have not

been included at this time, but will be provided if necessary to further support any

positions taken by either party during negotiations.

41. Pursuant to A.R.S.D. 20: 10:32:29(8), CRST requests a Protective Order.
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42. Pursuant to A.R.S.D. 20:10:32:29(9), a proposed Procedural Schedule is

attached as Exhibit F.

REQUEST FOR RELIEF

Wherefore, CRST respectfully requests the following relief:

1. Issuance of an Order requiring arbitration of any and all unresolved issues

between CRST and Alltel as set forth herein;

2. Issuance of an Order directing CRST and Alltel to submit to this Commission

for approval of an interconnection agreement reflecting: (a) the agreed-upon

issues between the parties to be included in the language of Exhibit B; and (b)

the resolution of any unresolved issues in accordance with the positions and

recommendations made by CRST as set forth herin at the artbitration hearing

to be scheduled by this Commission;

3. Issuance of an Order directing the pmiies to pay interim compensation for

transpOli and termination oftelecommtmications traffic from JmlUary 1,2007

(the Effective Date agreed to by the Parties) to the date on which the

Commission approves the pmiies' executed interconnection agreement in

accordance with Section 252(e) of the Act;

4. Issuance of an Order asserting tIns Commission retain jurisdiction over this

m"bitration lliltil the parties have submitted an executed interconnection

agreement for approval by this COlmnission in accordance with Section

252(e);

5. Any other, further and different relief as the nature of this matter may require

or as may be just, equitable and proper to this Conmlission.
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Dated this 21 st day of October, 2008.

RITER ROGERS LAW OFFICE, LLP
Attorneys at Law

Attorneys for CRST
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned, attorney for Petitioner, hereby certifies that a true and correct

copy of the foregoing Petition was served electronically and by first class mail on the 21st

day of October, 2008, upon:

Ms. Patricia Van Gerpen
Executive Director
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission
500 East Capitol Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501
Patty.vangerpen@state.sd.us

Mr. Ron Williams
AlItel Communications, Inc.
3650 131st Avenue S.B.
Bellevue, WA 98006
ron.williams@a1Itel.com

Mr. Stephen Rowell
AlItel Communications Inc.
One Allied Drive
Little Rock, AR 72202
Setphen.b.rowell@alltel.com
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CRST Telephone and Alltel Communications, Inc.
South Dakota

RECIPROCAL INTERCONNECTION, TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION
AGREEMENT

This Reciprocal Interconnection, Transport and Termination Agreement ("Agreement") is
entered into by and between Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority ("CRST"), and
Alltel Communications, Inc. ("Alltel"). CRST and the Alltel are each individually a "Party" and
are together the "Parties" to this Agreement.

WHEREAS, CRST is an Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier which is operating as a Rural
Telephone Company in the State of South Dakota;

WHEREAS, Alltel is licensed by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") as a
Commercial Mobile Radi.o Service Provider;

WHEREAS, CRST and Alltel desire to establish arrangements between one another for the
exchange of telecommunications traffic between their respective networks for the benefit of the
Parties and their customers.

WHEREAS, the Parties wish to put in place an arrangement for the mutual exchange and
reciprocal compensation of telecommunications traffic in accordance with Section 251(b)(5) of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.

WHEREAS, the Parties agree that their entry into this Agreement is without prejudice to and
does not waive any positions they may have taken previously, or may take in the future, in any
legislative, regulatory, judicial or other public forum addressing any matters related to the same
types of arrangements covered in this Agreement, and;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and the undertakings contained herein,
and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, CRST and Alltel agree as follows:

This Agreement sets forth the terms, conditions and prices under which (a) the Parties agree
to directly interconnect the networks of Alltel and CRST for the purposes of the exchange of
telecommunications traffic between the Parties' networks or (b) the Parties will transport and
terminate the telecommunications traffic originated by the other Party and delivered via the
network of a Third Party Provider. This Agreement is not intended to establish any terms,
conditions, or pricing applicable to the provisioning of any transiting service.

Except as otherwise expressly provided for herein, this Agreement does not obligate either
Party to provide arrangements or transport or terminate traffic not specifically provided for
herein. Except as otherwise expressly provided for herein, this Agreement has no effect on
the definition of End User services that either Party offers to its End User Customers, the
services either Party chooses to offer to its respective End User Customers, the rate levels or
rate structures that either Party charges its End Users for services, or the manner in which
either Party provisions or routes the services either Party provides to its respective End User
Customers.

This Agreement is not, however, intended to address any issues or disagreements that may
exist between the Parties concerning the interpretation and application of provisions found in
47 U.S.C. § 332(c) and whether Alltel, in providing certain wireless communications services, is
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subject to Commission regulation, including, but not limited to regulations requiring providers of
local exchange type services to seek a certificate of authority from the Commission prior to
offering such services.

Further, this agreement does not address the additional service obligations imposed on
incumbent local exchange carriers pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 251(c) and is based on a request
for services pursuant to 47 U.S.C. §§ 251 (a) and 251(b). By this Agreement neither Party
waives any rights it may have under the Federal Act or rules of the FCC, under state statute, or
pursuant to rules of the Commission. Such rights may include Alltel's right to request a review
of the rural telephone company exemption provided for under 47 U.S.C. § 251(f) and South
Dakota Codified Laws § 49-31-79 and CRST's right to seek to maintain the exemption.:.

The Parties further agree and understand that the per minute reciprocal transport and
termination rates set forth in Appendix A to this Agreement are not based on a specific costing
methodology or company specific cost study.

1.0 Definitions

Definitions of the terms used in this Agreement are listed below. The Parties agree that certain
terms may be defined elsewhere in this Agreement, as well. Terms not defined shall be
construed in accordance with their customary meaning in the telecommunications industry as
of the effective date of this Agreement.

"Act" means the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 151 et seq.), as amended.

"Cell Site" means the location of radio transmitting and receiving facilities associated with the
origination and termination of wireless CMRS traffic to a ',''liFeless CMRS End User.

"Commercial Mobile Radio Service" or "CMRS" has the meaning given to the term in the Act.

"Commission" means the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission.

"Conversation Time" means the time (in full second increments) that both Parties' equipment is
used for a call. measured from the receipt of answer supervision to disconnect supervision.

"EAS Service Area" or "EAS" means a group of two or more exchanges, as defined in CRST's
local exchange tariff or as implemented through CRST practice, among which a CRST
Customer of either exchange may make landline-to-Iandline calls without incurring a toll
charge.

"End Office" means a local CRST switching point where the CRST customer station loops are
connected for purposes of interconnection to each other and to the network.

"End User" means, whether or not capitalized, any business, residential or governmental
Customer of services provided by a Party, and includes the term "Customer" and "Subscriber".
More specific meanings of either of such terms are dependent upon the context in which they
appear in the Agreement and the provisions of the Act.

"FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.
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"Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier or Incumbent LEC" has the meaning given the term in the
Act.

"Indirectly Connected" refers to a network arrangement in which the networks of the Parties are
connected through a Third Party Provider's facilities.

"Interconnection" refers to the connection of separate pieces of -equipment, facilities, or
platforms between or within networks for the purpose of transmission and routing of
Telecommunications.

"Inter-exchange Carrier" or "IXC" means a telecommunications carrier that provides toll
telephone service, as the latter term is defined in the Act.

"lnterLATA Service" has the meaning given the term in the Act.

"lnterMTA traffic" means all wireless to wireline calls, which originate in one MTA and terminate
in another MTA based on the location of the connecting cell site serving the '/lireless end user
and the location of the end office serving the wireline end user.

"Local Traffic," for purposes of this Agreement, means: (1) for wireless to wireline calling, traffic
exchanged between AliteI and CRST that, at the beginning of the call, originates and
terminates within the same MTA based on the location of the connecting cell site serving the
originating wireless end user and the location of the end office serving the terminating wireline
end user; and (2) for wireline to wireless calling, traffic exchanged between CRST and Alltel
that originates in a CRST exchange and terminates to a telephone number assigned to Alltel
N-XX that has its rate center within the CRST exchange or within the Local Calling Area as set
forth in Appendix B to this Agreement.

"Mobile Switching Center" or "MSC" means Alltel's facilities and related equipment used to
route, transport and switch commercial mobile radio service traffic to and from and among its
End Users and other Telecommunications Carriers.

"Major Trading Area" or "MTA" has the meaning given to the term in 47 CFR Section
24.202(A).

"NXX", "NXX Code", "Central Office Code", or "CO Code" is the 3-digit switch indicator that is
defined by the 0, E, and F digits of a 10-digit telephone number within the NANP. Each NXX
Code contains 10,000 telephone numbers.

"Party" means either Alltel or CRST, and "Parties" means Alltel and CRST.

"Point of Interconnection" or "POI" means a physical location where CRST and Alltel
interconnect their respective networks thereby establishing the technical interface and points
for operational and financial division of responsibility.

"Tandem" means a switching system that, through a trunk-to-trunk connection, provides a
concentration and distribution function for originating or terminating traffic between end offices,
other tandems and Third Party Providers'.

"Telecommunications" has the meaning given in the Act.
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"Telecommunications Carrier" has the meaning given in the Act.

"Termination" means the switching of Traffic at the terminating carrier's end office switch, or
equivalent facilities, and delivery of such traffic to the called party.

"Third Party Provider" shall mean any facilities-based telecommunications carrier, including,
without limitation, Interexchange Carriers, independent telephone companies, competitive local
exchange carriers, or CMRS Provider that carries transiting traffic. The term shall not mean
resel/ers of a LEC's local exchange services or resellers of a CMRS Provider's services.

"Traffic" includes Local Traffic and InterMTA Traffic.

"Transport" means the transmission of traffic from the POI between the two Parties or from the
interconnection point of the Third Party Provider and a Party to the Party's switch that directly
serves the called party. In the case of a Type 2/\ connection Transport includes Tandem
S'Nitching.

"Trunk Group" means a set of trunks of common routing, origin and destinations, and \Nhich
serv'e a like purpose or function.

"Trunk Side" means a Party's connection that is capable of, and has been programmed to treat
the circuit as, connecting to another s'.-,Iitching entity, for example another Telephone Company
to CMRS Provider s'Nitch. Trunk Side connections offer those transmission and signaling
features appropriate for the connections of sVJitching entities.

2.0 Description of Traffic

2.1 This agreement applies both to Local and to InterMTA traffic originated by the End
User~ subscribers of one Party and terminated to end user subscribersEnd Users of the other
Party which is (a) delivered over facilities owned or controlled by the Parties, which directly
interconnect the Parties or, (b) indirectly connected, i.e., delivered over a Third Party Provider's
transiting facilities. Local Traffic is subject to local Transport and Termination charges as
described in Appendix A. InterMTA Traffic is subject to Telephone Company's interstate or
intrastate access chargesthe InterMTA rate set forth in Appendix A.

2.2 The Parties recognize that the Federal Communications Commission issued its Order
on Remand and Report and Order on Intercarrier Compensation for ISP-bound Traffic in its
Docket No. 96-98 on April 27, 2001, and that CRST and various other parties have filed
appeals of that Order. The Parties agree that ISP-bound traffic between them, if any, is
presently de minimus. If a Party has reason to believe that enhanced service and Internet
traffic is not de minimus, that Party may reopen negotiations to determine an appropriate
method for identifying such traffic, and, so long as the FCC Order referred to above is final and
outstanding, such traffic above a de minimus level shall be transported and terminated in
accord with the interim compensation regime established by the FCC in the Order. If CRST:
with respect to traffic originated by its incumbent LEC subscribers, elects to invoke th'e rate cap
for ISP-bound traffic established in the FCC's Order on Remand and Report and Order on
Intercarrier Compensation for ISP-bound Traffic in its Docket No. 96-98 with respect to any
telecommunications carrier, CRST and Alltel will begin exchanging all Local Traffic at the
capped rate on the effective date of the implementation of the rate cap.
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3.0 Direct Interconnection of the Party's Facilities Where a Third Party Provider Is Not
Utilized

This Section describes the network architecture with which the Parties to this Agreement may
interconnect their respective networks for the Transport and Termination of traffic.

3.1 Direct Interconnection Facilities

3.1.1Type 1 Interconnection: Facilities which provide line side connections bet\veen a
Telephone Company end office and the CMRS Provider's POI \Nithin that end
office boundary. Type 1 facilities provide the capability to exchange traffic
bet\veen the CMRS Provider subscribers and Telephone Company subscribers
served only by that Telephone Company end office and other end offices within
the Local Calling Area as designated in Appendix 8, subject to the capabilities
and use of the interconnection as described in Exhibit 1 attached to this
/\greement.

3.1.1 The Parties have agreed to direct Interconnection of their networks using two
way Type 2/\ Interconnection: Ffacilities which provide a trunk side connection
between Alltel's MSC and CRST's Eagle Butte End Office or Tandem switch
that is capable of trunk to trunk svvitching, as specified in Appendix 8. +A-e
CMRS Provider's POI must be located 'Nithin the Telephone Company's
exchange boundary of that Telephone Company End Office or Tandem s'Nitch.
Type 2AThis direct Interconnection facilities facility provide~ the capability for
the CMRS providereach Party with a NPANXX in that rate center to exchange
traffic between the CMRS provider their subscribers and Telephone Company
subscribers served o-nJ.y-by that Telephone Company end office and other end
offices subtending the switch 'Nhere the Type 2/\ connection is establishedthe
other Party.

3.1.1.1 For Alltel traffic terminating to CRST, CRST will terminate traffic from
the POI to any end user in the intra company exchanges that subtend
the Tandem/Intermediate/Host office (as specified in Appendix 8)
where the CMRS Provider is directly connectedassociated with its
network.

3.1.1.2 Only Local Traffic originating from CRST end users in the LEC Local
Calling Area (as specified in Appendix B) will be delivered by CRST to
Alltel POI.

3.1.3Type 28 Interconnection: Facilities which provide a trunk side connection bet\veen
the CMRS Provider and the Telephone Company end office. The CMRS
Provider's POI must be located within the Telephone Company's end office
exchange boundary of that Telephone Company end office. Type 28 facilities
provide the capability for the CMRS Provider 'Nith a NP/\ NXX in that rate center
to exchange traffic bet\veen the CMRS Provider subscribers and the Telephone
Company subscribers served only by that Telephone Company end office and
other end offices within the Local Calling Area as designated in Appendix 8,
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subject to the capabilities and use of the interconnection as described in Exhibit
1 attached to this Agreement.

3.1.2 The Parties shall provide each other a forecast of projected mobile to land or
land to mobile usage for each point of interconnection when significant changes
in traffic patterns are anticipated. The Parties agree to work cooperatively to
determine the number of trunks needed to handle the estimated traffic. -\d--i3OO
mutual agreement of the Parties, Type 1, Type 2A, and Type 28 facilities may
be either one way or tuo 'Nay.

3.1.3 Alltel will accept one hundred percent (100%) of the financial responsibility to
deliver its originated traffic to and receive CRST originated traffic from a Direct
Interconnection POI.

3.1.4 eRST will accept one hundred percent (100%) of the financial responsibility to
deliver its originated traffic to and receive Alltel originated traffic from a Direct
Interconnection POI.
3.1.3.1 Vllhen both Parties agree to utilize and implement WiO 'Nay facilities,

charges 'Nill be shared by the Parties on a proportional percentage
basis as specified ~pendix /\ "Shared Facility Factor". The Parties
shall revie".", actual minutes capable of being transported on shared two
'Nay facilities and modify the percentages specified in Appendix /\
t\velve three months from the Effective Executed Date of this
Agreement and every wielve months thereafter. The modified
percentages shall be used to true up, on a going fOf\'Vard basis, the
charges betl.veen the Parties.

When both Parties agree to utilize one way facilities in the land to mobile
direction OF in the event that 'vII/estern Wireless chooses to implement
only one way land to mobile facility use, charges will be shared by the
Parties on a proportional percentage basis as specified in Appendix P,
7.0 "Shared Facility Factor". In the event Western Wireless
subsequently implements mobile to land use of these facilities, the
provisions of 3.1.4.1 shall apply.

3.2 Facility Locations

3.2.1 Technical Feasibility

3.2.1.1 Appendix 8 contains the existing POls established between the Parties.
AliteI and CRST may establish additional POls, from time to time, in
accordance with this Agreement. Appendix 8 also contains information
on the other locations where direct interconnection with CRST's network
may be requested.

3.2.1.2 80th Parties recognize CRST may make modifications to its network
architecture, NPA-NXX utilization, or Local Calling Area that impact the
"Interconnection and Local Calling Data" contained in Appendix B. In the
event CRST intends to make modifications that impact Appendix 8,
CRST will provide W-one hundred eighty (180) days advance notice of
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any such modifications to Alltel where such modifications will impact
traffic routed over direct interconnect facilities.

3.2.2 Incumbent LEC Requirement

3.2.2.1 The Parties acknowledge that the services provided by CRST under this
Agreement are provided pursuant to CRST's obligations falling under 47
U.S.C. § 251 (a) and 251 (b) and that terms and conditions specified in
this Agreement do not apply to the provision of services or facilities by
CRST in those areas where the CRST is not the incumbent LEC.

3.3 Additional Interconnection Methods Available to Alltel

3.3.1 Alltel may provide its own facilities and transport for the delivery of traffic from
its MSC (or other mutually agreed upon point on Alltel's network) to the POI on
CRST's network. Alternatively, Alltel may purchase an entrance facility and
transport from a Third Party Provider or from CRST for the delivery of such ~

traffic. Rates for entrance facilities and transport purchased from CRST are \
specified in CRST's Interstate J\ccess Service Tariff or Intrastate tariff or pricing)
catalog.

3.3.2The Parties may share the CRST's interconnection facilities at the rates specified
in applicable tariffs. Charges will be shared by the Parties based on their
proportional (percentage) use of such facilities as specified in Appendix A
Shared Facility Factor.

3.4 Technical Requirements and Standards

3.4.1 Each Party will provide the services in this Agreement to the other Party under
reasonable and non-discriminatory conditions and at a standard that is at least
equal in quality and performance to that which the Party provides to other
connecting carriers. Either Party may request and the other Party will provide,
to the extent technically feasible, services at a higher or lesser standard,
provided however, that any such requests shall be considered a special request,
and will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

3.4.2 Nothing in this Agreement will limit either Party's ability to modify its network,
including, without limitation, the incorporation of new equipment and new
software. Each Party will provide the other Party reasonable written notice, of
any such modifications to its network, which will materially impact the other
Party's service. Each Party will be solely responsible, at its own expense, for the
overall design of its telecommunications services and for any redesigning or
rearrangement of its telecommunications services which may be required as a
consequence of this Agreement, including, without limitation, changes in
facilities, operations or procedures, minimum network protection criteria, or
operating or maintenance characteristics of facilities. These provisions shall not
in any way affect the application of special construction charges of the CRST,
for the construction of new facilities, where such charges would otherwise be
applicable in provisioning the new or additional service.

4.0 Transmission and Routing of Traffic
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This Section provides the terms and conditions for the exchange of traffic between the Parties'
respective networks for the transmission and routing by the Parties of wireless CMRS Traffic.

4.1 Mobile to Land Traffic - Directly Interconnected

4.1.1 Alltel shall be responsible for the delivery of Traffic from its Network to the
appropriate Point of Interconnection on CRST's network, as set forth in
Appendix B, for the Transport and Termination of such traffic by CRST to one of
its End Users.

4.1.2 If the CMRS Provider chooses to use the Telephone Company's services or
facilities, not othervvise covered under this Agreement, appropriate tariff or
pricing catalog rates, or rates established under separate agreement 'Nil! apply.

4.2 Land to Mobile Traffic - Directly Interconnected

4.2.1 CRST with vvhich CMRS Provider has directly connected shall be responsible for
the delivery of traffic Traffic from its End Users in the "Local Calling Area"
connected to its network to the appropriate Point of Interconnection, as set forth
in Appendix B, for the Transport and Termination of such traffic by the Alltel to
one of its End Users. (within the exchange boundary of the end office in 'Nhich
the tandem, providing Type 2/\ Interconnection, is located, or within the
exchange boundary of the end office providing Type 1 and/or Type 2B
Interconnection) on the CMRS Provider's nenNork for the Transport and
Termination of such traffic by the CMRS Provider to its End User.

4.2.2 CRST agrees that its landline customersEnd Users will dial Alltel NPA-NXXs on
a local basis, so long as the AliteI NPA-NXX has been assigned by the North
American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) to an end office rate center in
the CRST "Local Calling Area" as set forth in Appendix B. 'Nhich a POI is
physically located, and provided such local access is consistent with the
capabilities and use of the direct interconnection established as described in
Exhibit 1 to this Agreement. When the Parties are directly connected, CRST
agrees to deliver all such locally-dialed traffic to Alltel at that Point of
Interconnection with Allte!.

4.3 Mobile to Land - Indirectly Connected via a Third Party Provider.

As an alternative to routing traffic covered by this Agreement through a Point of
Interconnection, Alltel may choose to deliver traffic from its network to CRST via a Third
Party Provider and thus be indirectly connected with CRST for the delivery of traffic
originated on Alltels' network by Alltels' End Users.

5.0 Transport and Termination Compensation

5.1 Rates - Alltel and CRST shall reciprocally and symmetrically compensate one another
for Local Traffic terminated on either Party's network. The rates at which the Parties
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shall compensate each other for the Transport and Termination of Traffic are set forth
in Appendix A hereto.

5.1.1 eRST's access charges applyThe rates applicable to the termination of
InterMTA traffic are set forth in Appendix A.

5.1.2 The rates applicable to Local Traffic are set forth in Appendix A.

5.1.3 The Transport and Termination Services provided hereunder are intended for
wireless to wireline or wireline to wireless, but not wireline to wireline
communications. Such services will not be used to terminate other types of
traffic on CRST's network (such as wireline originated traffic) and services used
in violation hereof shall constitute a breach of this Agreement. In addition to any
other remedies available, the Party whose services have been improperly used
shall be entitled to recover the appropriate charges for such traffic for the entire
period of misuse.

5.20e Minimus Traffic In the event the Traffic terminated on the Telephone company's
network is de minimus such that the total minutes for compensation is less than 3,000
minutes of use for a three month period (or 1,000 minutes of use for a one month
period if eRST bills monthly), the Parties agree that eRST shall not render a billing. It
is agreed that the only compensation for that de minimus Traffic ,,'Vill be in the form of
the reciprocal Transport and Termination services provided by the other Party, Le.,
Traffic "vill be exchanged on a bill and keep basis, and no billing vvill be issued by
eRST.

5.2 Conversation Time - For purposes of billing compensation, billed minutes will be based
upon Conversation Time. Conversation Time will be determined (a) from actual usage
recordings by the Parties or (b) records of terminating traffic provided by the Third Party
Provider.

5.3 Measuring traffic - In order to determine whether traffic exchanged between the
Parties' networks is Local or InterMTA traffic for purposes of determining compensation,
the Parties agree to define the customer location as follows: for eRST, the origination
or termination point of a call shall be eRST's end office which serves, respectively, the
calling or called End User. For Alltel, the origination or termination point of a call shall
be the connecting cell site, "",hich serves, respectively, the calling or called party at the
time the call beginsutilize the PIU factor set forth in 7.2.3.

6.0 Transmission and Routing of Other Types of Traffic

n-h~,'B~ft!;~§;~fJf~~itti~tJhi§AfJr~~fu~fu1?~8~#6qt}pfp"i~,.~,.;•.f9ttr~~?<c.:h~Qg~:Rt,l3j)/~,91;:1
tr~ffi;8';~.P8ot9~t;:jf':;Ty¢~,\§,E:![YiqE:!.i§Tr~91J!9$~~d.:I:>YAIltel,thgt"th$ )Pgtti$swill"n~gotiatea
s~'p~rat~;A;gr~§m~riffpi:.$~Phtr~ffi¢¥I~h '

Other ancillary traffic including wireless traffic destined for ancillary services including,
but not limited to, directory assistance, operator call termination (busy line interrupt and
verify), 800/888, LIDS, and information services requiring special billing will be
exchanged and charged in accordance with the appropriate tariffs, local or switched
access.
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7.0 Responsibilities of the Parties:

7.1 Verification Reviews

7.1.1 The Parties will be responsible for the accuracy and quality of th.e data
as submitted to the other Party. Upon reasonable written notice, either Party or
its authorized representative shall have the right to conduct a review and
verification of the other Party's data to give assurances of compliance with the
provisions of this Agreement. The review will consist of an examination and
verification of data involving records, systems, procedures and other information
related to the services performed by the Party as related to settlement charges
or payments made in connection with this Agreement. Each Party, whether or
not in connection with an on-site verification review, shall maintain reasonable
records for a minimum of twelve (12) months and provide the other Party with
reasonable access to such information as is necessary to determine amounts
receivable or payable under this Agreement.

7.1.2 Either Party's right to access information for verification review purposes is
limited to data not in excess of twelve (12) months in age. Once specific data
has been reviewed and verified, it is unavailable for future reviews_ Any items
not reconciled at the end of a review will, however, be subject to a follow-up
review effort. Any retroactive adjustments required subsequent to previously
reviewed and verified data will also be subject to follow-up review. Information
of the Party involved with a verification review shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions of this Agreement.

7.1.3 The Party requesting a verification· review shall fully bear its costs associated
with conducting a review. The Party being reviewed will provide access to
required information, as outlined in this section, at no charge to the reviewing
Party. Should the reviewing Party request information or assistance beyond that
reasonably required to conduct such a review, the Party being reviewed may, at
its option, decline to comply with such request or may bill actual costs incurred
in complying subsequent to the concurrence of the reviewing Party.

7.2 Billing

7.2.1 For Alltel Traffic delivered to the CRST at the POldirectly connected
arrangements bet\;,een the Parties, CRST shall issue its bill to Alltel based on
actual usage recordings. For arrangements involving a Third Party Provider,
CRST shall issue its bill based on the best information available including, but
not limited to, records of terminating traffic created by CRST.

7.2.2 When a Third Party Provider indirect connected arrangement is used by Alltel to
deliver traffic to CRST, CRST may use its terminating records or usage reports
and/or records (such as category 11-01-0-1 records) generated by a Third Party
Provider whose network is used to indirectly connect the traffic as the basis for
billing Allte!.

7.2.3 For billing purposes, if either Party is unable to classify on an automated basis
the traffic delivered by CMRS as local traffic or interMTJ\ traffic, a Percent
InterMTA Use (PIU) factor will be used, which represents the estimated portion
of interMTA traffic delivered by Alltel to CRST.
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The initial PIU factor to be applied to total minutes of use delivered by Alltel to
CRST shall be 3.0%. This factor shall be adjusted three months after the
executed date of this Agreement and ever; six months thereafter during the
term of this Agreement, based on a mutually agreed to traffic study analysis.
Each of the Parties to this Agreement is obligated to proceed in good faith
tov,card the development of a method of traffic study that 'Nill provide a
reasonable measurement of terminated InterMTA traffic.

7.2.4 A Reciprocal Compensation Credit shall be calculated and applied to the billing
from CRST to Alltel to provide compensation for wireline to wireless traffic that
Alltel receives from CRST for termination. The amount of this credit shall be
determined by applying the Reciprocal Compensation Credit formula set forth in
Appendix A. The Reciprocal Compensation Credit will appear on the monthly or
quarterly bill issued by CRST as a credit against amounts due and payable from
Alltel to CRST.

7.2.4 The Parties shall pay each other for all charges in accordance with the rates set
forth in Appendix A of this agreement. Such payments are to be received within
30 days from the receipt of the billing statement. Undisputed charges, not paid
within the 30 days from the receipt of the billing statement may be subject to a
late charge at the rate of 1.5% per month or the maximum amount allowed by
law. The Party collecting revenues shall be responsible for reporting and
remitting all applicable taxes associated therewith.

7.2.5 Each Party will bear its own billing and collection expenses. In the event that
Alltel fails to send calling party number and/or other industry standard call
record fields sufficient to identify Alltel as the originating carrier for each Third
Party Provider transit call terminated to CRST, J\lItel will reimburse CRST for any
Third Party Provider Call Detail Record (CDR) charges associated '."lith those
Alltel usage records.

Alltel agrees to pursue a joint process (negotiation, complaint, etc.) against Qwest with
the intent of requiring Qwest to either transmit appropriate call data as part of
their transit function or provide summary monthly terminating traffic reports to
eRST which show the originating carrier and \o.ffii.Gt:l-¥lould be workable for billing
purposes.

7.2.6 If either Party disputes a billing statement issued by the other Party, the
disputing Party shall notify the billing Party in writing regarding the nature and
the basis of the dispute within thirty (30) days of the receipt of the statement.
The Parties shall diligently work toward resolution of all billing issues

7.3 Network Maintenance and Management for Direct Interconnection

The Parties will work cooperatively to install and maintain reliable network facilities. The
Parties will exchange appropriate information to achieve this desired reliability, subject
to the confidentiality provisions herein.

7.3.1 Party shall provide a 24-hour contact number for network traffic management
issues to the other's surveillance management center. A fax number must also
be proVided to facilitate notifications for planned mass calling events.
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7.3.2 Neither Party will use any service provided under this Agreement in a manner
that impairs the quality of service to other carriers or to either Party's
subscribers. Either Party will provide the other Party notice of said impairment at
the earliest practicable time.

7.3.3 Use of Alltels' facilities, or that of a third party in conjunction with any of CRST's
facilities, shall not materially interfere with or impair service over any facilities of
GRS+either Party, its affiliated companies or its connecting and concurring
carriers involved in its services, cause damage to their plant, impair the privacy
of any communications carrier over their facilities or create hazards to the
employees of any of them or the public. Upon reasonable written notice and
opportunity to cure, the Party whose facilities are being used may discontinue or
refuse service to the other Party if the Party using the facilities violates this
provision; provided, that such termination of service will be limited to the
facilities being used that is subject of the violation.

7.3.4 Maintenance of Service Charge - When one Party reports trouble to the other
Party for clearance and no trouble is found in the second Party's network, the
reporting Party shall be responsible for payment of a Maintenance of Service
Charge for the period of time when the second Party's personnel are
dispatched. In the event of an intermittent service problem that is eventually
found to be in the second Party's network, the reporting Party shall receive a
credit for any Maintenance of Service Charges applied in conjunction with this
service problem.

If a Party repnrts trouble to the other Party for clearance and the other Party's
personnel are not allowed access to the reporting Party's premises, the
Maintenance of Service Charge will apply for the time that the non-reporting
Party's personnel are dispatched; provided that the Party's have arranged a
specific time for the service visit. .

7.4 Access to Numbering Resources For Type 1 connections, CRST will provide Alltel
access to numbering resources in the same fashion as they are provided to other
Telecommunications Carriers.

I 7.4 local Dialing Parity - CRST agrees that local dialing parity will be available to Alltel in
accordance with the law to the same extent as it is available to other
Telecommunications Carriers. The Parties agree that local and EAS dialing available
to Alltel NXXs will be as specified in Appendix B. CRST agrees to provide Notice,
according to Section 14.13, for any additions or deletions of rate centers associated
with local calling area or EAS. Accordingly, the parties agree that the information
contained in Appendix B pertaining to "local Calling Areas", subsequent to such Notice,
may be revised during the term of this Agreement.

7.5 CRST vvill not be responsible for bocal Exchange Routing Guide ("bERG") entry.Each
Party is responsible for obtaining local Exchange Routing Guide (illERGil) listings of
the Common Language location Identifier CClLl") assigned to its switches.

7.6 Each Party shall use the LERG published by Telcordia or its successor for obtaining
routing information and shall provide all required information to Telcordia for
maintaining the lERG in a timely manner.

7.7 SS7 Out of Band Signaling (CCS/SS7) shall be the signaling of choice for Traffic
exchanged between the Parties. Use of a third party for connecting Alltel and CRST
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SS7 systems is permitted. Such connections shall meet generally accepted industry
technical standards. Each Party shall utilize SS7 (including but not limited to links,
point codes, and messaging) at its own cost for all interchanged traffic irrespective of
interconnection methodology.

8.0 Liability and Indemnification

8.1 Except as otherwise expressly provided herein or in specific appendices, each Party
shall be responsible only for the Interconnection, functions, products and services
which are provided by that Party, its authorized agents, subcontractors, or others
retained by such parties, and neither Party shall bear any responsibility for the
Interconnection, functions, products and services provided by the other Party, its
agents, subcontractors, or others retained by such parties.

8.2 Each Party shall be indemnified and held harmless by the other Party against claims,
losses, suits, demands, damages, costs, expenses, including reasonable attorney's
fees ("Claims"), asserted, suffered, or made by third parties arising from (i) any act or
omission of the indemnifying Party in connection with its performance or non
performance under this Agreement; (ii) actual or alleged infringement by the
indemnifying Party of any patent, trademark, copyright, service mark, trade name, trade
secret or intellectual property right (now known or later developed), and (iii) provision of
the indemnifying Party's services or equipment, including but not limited to claims
arising from the provision of the indemnifying Party's services to its End Users (e.g.,
claims for interruption of service, quality of service or billing disputes). Each Party shall
also be indemnified and held harmless by the other Party against Claims of persons for
services furnished by the indemnifying Party or by any of its subcontractors, under
worker's compensation laws or similar statutes.

8.3 A Party (the "Indemnifying Party") shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the other
Party ("Indemnified Party") against any claim or loss arising from the Indemnifying
Party's use of Interconnection, functions, products and services provided under this
Agreement involving:

8.3.1 any Claim for libel, slander, invasion of privacy, or infringement of Intellectual
Property rights arising from the Indemnifying Party's or its Customer's use.

8.3.2 any claims, demands or suits that asserts any claim for libel, slander,
infringement or invasion of privacy or confidentiality of any person or persons
caused or claimed to be caused, directly or indirectly, by the other Party's
employees and equipment associated with the provision of any service herein.
The foregoing includes any Claims or Losses arising from disclosure of any
Customer-specific information associated with either the originating or
terminating numbers used to provision Interconnection, functions, products or
services provided hereunder and all other Claims arising out of any act or
omission of the Customer in the course of using any Interconnection, functions,
products or services provided pursuant to this Agreement.

8.3.3 any and all penalties imposed on either Party because of the Indemnifying
Party's failure to comply with the Communications Assistance to Law
Enforcement Act of 1994 (CALEA).
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8.4 Neither Party makes any warranty, express or implied, concerning either Party's (or any
third party's) rights with respect to intellectual property (including without limitation,
patent, copyright and trade secret rights) or contract rights associated with either
Party's right to interconnect. Nothing in this Section will be deemed to supersede or
replace any other agreements, if any, between the Parties with respect to either party's
intellectual property or contract rights.

8.5 Each Party ("Indemnifying Party") shall reimburse the other Party ("Indemnified Party") for
damages to the Indemnified Party's equipment, Interconnection trunks and other property
utilized to provide Interconnection hereunder caused by the negligence or willful act of the
Indemnifying Party, its agents, subcontractors or Customer or resulting from the
Indemnifying Party's improper use of the Indemnified Party's equipment, Interconnection
trunks or other property, or due to malfunction of any functions, products, services or
equipment of the Indemnifying Party or of any other party that have been provided to the
Indemnifying Party. Upon reimbursement for damages, the Indemnified Party will cooperate
with the Indemnifying Party in prosecuting a daim against the person causing such
damage. The Indemnifying Party shall be subrogated to the right of recovery by the
Indemnified Party for the damages to the extent of such payment.

8.6 Indemnification Procedures

8.6.1 Whenever a claim shall arise for indemnification, the relevant Indemnified Party, as
appropriate, shall promptly notify the Indemnifying Party and request in writing the
Indemnifying Party to defend the same. Failure to so notify the Indemnifying Party
shall not relieve the Indemnifying Party of any liability that the Indemnifying Party
might have, except to the extent that such failure prejudices the Indemnifying Party's
ability to defend such claim.

8.6.2 The Indemnifying Party shall have the right to defend against such liability or
assertion, in which event the Indemnifying Party shall give written notice to the
Indemnified Party of acceptance of the defense of such claim and the identity of
counsel selected by the Indemnifying Party.

8.6.3 Until such time as Indemnifying Party provides written notice of acceptance of
the defense of such claim, the Indemnified Party shall defend such claim, at the
expense of the Indemnifying Party, subject to any right of the Indemnifying Party
to seek reimbursement for the costs of such defense in the event that it is
determined that Indemnifying Party had no obligation to indemnify the
Indemnified Party for such claim.

8.6.4 Upon accepting the defense, the Indemnifying Party shall have exclusive right to
control and conduct the defense and settlement of any such Claims, subject to
consultation with the Indemnified Party. So long as the Indemnifying Party is
controlling and conducting the defense, the Indemnifying Party shall not be
liable for any settlement by the Indemnified Party unless such Indemnifying
Party has approved such settlement in advance and agrees to be bound by the
agreement incorporating such settlement.

8.6.5 At any time, an Indemnified Party shall have the right to refuse a compromise or
settlement, and, at such refusing Party's cost, to tak~ over such defense;
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provided that, in such event the Indemnifying Party shall not be responsible for,
nor shall it be obligated to indemnify the refusing Party against, any cost or
liability in excess of such refused compromise or settlement.

8.6.6 With respect to any defense accepted by the Indemnifying Party, the
Indemnified Party will be entitled to participate with the Indemnifying Party in
such defense if the claim requests equitable relief or other relief that could
affect the rights of the Indemnified Party, and shall also be entitled to employ
separate counsel for such defense at such Indemnified Party's expense.

8.6.7 If the Indemnifying Party does not accept the defense of any indemnified claim
as provided above, the Indemnified Party shall have the right to employ counsel
for such defense at the expense of the Indemnifying Party.

8.6.8 In the event of a failure to assume the defense, the Indemnified Party may negotiate
a settlement, which shall be presented to the Indemnifying Party. If the Indemnifying
Party refuses to agree to the presented settlement, the Indemnifying Party may take
over the defense. If the Indemnifying Party refuses to agree to the presented
settlement and refuses to take over the defense, the Indemnifying Party shall be
liable for any reasonable cash settlement not involving any admission of liability by
the Indemnifying Party, though such settlement may have been made by the
Indemnified Party without approval of the Indemnifying Party, it being the Parties'
intent that no settlement involving a non-monetary concession by the Indemnifying
Party, induding an admission of liability by such Party, shall take effect without the
written approval of the Indemnifying Party.

8.6.9 Each Party agrees to cooperate and to cause its employees and agents to
cooperate with the other Party in the defense of any such claim and the relevant
records of each Party shall be available to the other Party with respect to any
such defense, subject to the restrictions and limitations set forth in Section 9.

8.7 Apportionment of Fault. Except for losses alleged or claimed by a Customer of either
Party and except as otherwise provided in specific appendices, in the case of any loss
alleged or claimed by a third party arising out of the negligence or willful misconduct of
both Parties, each Party shall bear, and its obligation under this Section shall be limited
to, that portion of the resulting expense caused by its own negligence or willful
misconduct or that of its agents, servants, contractors, or others acting in aid or concert
with it.

8.7.1 The Parties are not liable for any act or omission of other Providers.

8.7.2 Failure of either Party to insist on performance of any term or condition of this
Agreement or to exercise any right or privilege hereunder shall not be construed
as a continuing or future waiver of such term, condition, right or privilege

8.8 NO CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

NEITHER THE TELEPHONE COMPANY NOR THE CMRS PROVIDER SHALL BE
LIABLE TO THE OTHER PARTY FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, RELIANCE, OR SPECIAL DAMAGES SUFFERED BY SUCH
OTHER PARTY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR HARM TO
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BUSINESS, LOST REVENUES, LOST SAVINGS, OR LOST PROFITS SUFFERED BY
SUCH OTHER PARTY), REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, WARRANTY, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, NEGLIGENCE WHETHER ACTIVE OR PASSIVE, AND REGARDLESS
OF WHETHER THE PARTIES KNEW OF THE POSSIBILITY THAT SUCH DAMAGES
COULD RESULT. EACH PARTY HEREBY RELEASES THE OTHER PARTY (AND
SUCH OTHER PARTY'S SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS) FROM ANY SUCH CLAIM.
NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION WILL LIMIT EITHER PARTIES LIABILITY
TO THE OTHER FOR (i) WILLFUL OR INTENTIONAL MISCONDUCT (INCLUDING
GROSS NEGLIGENCE) OR (ii) BODILY INJURY, DEATH, OR DAMAGE TO
TANGIBLE REAL OR TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY TO THE EXTENT
PROXIMATELY CAUSED BY THE TELEPHONE COMPANY'S OR THE CMRS
PROVIDER'S NEGLIGENT ACT OR OMISSION OR THAT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE
AGENTS, SUBCONTRACTORS OR EMPLOYEES, NOR WILL ANYTHING
CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION LIMIT THE PARTIES' INDEMNIFICATION
OBLIGATIONS, AS SPECIFIED HEREIN.

8.9 RELEASES

In resolution of the Parties rights, and in further consideration of this Agreement, each
Party releases, acquits and discharges the other Party of and from any claim, debt,
demand, liability, action or cause of action arising from or relating to the payment of
money for the transport and termination of traffic prior to the Effective Date of this
Agreement.

9.0 Confidentiality and Proprietary Information

9.1 For the purposes of this Agreement, Confidential Information ("Confidential
Information") means confidential or proprietary technical or business information given
by one Party (the "Discloser") to the other (the "Recipient"). All information which is
disclosed by one Party to the other in connection with this Agreement, during
negotiations and the term of this Agreement will not be deemed Confidential
Information to the Discloser and subject to this Section 9, unless the confidentiality of
the information is confirmed in writing by the Discloser prior to disclosure. The Recipient
agrees (i) to use Confidential Information only for the purpose of performing under this
Agreement, (ii) to hold it in confidence and disclose it to no one other than its
employees having a need to know for the purpose of performing under this Agreement,
and (iii) to safeguard it from unauthorized use or disclosure using at least the same
degree of care with which the Recipient safeguards its own Confidential Information. If
the Recipient wishes to disclose the Discloser's Confidential Information to a third-party
agent or consultant, such disclosure must be agreed to in writing by the Discloser, and
the agent or consultant must have executed a written agreement of nondisclosures and
nonuse comparable in scope to the terms of this section.

9.2 The Recipient may make copies of Confidential Information only as reasonably
necessary to perform its obligations under this Agreement. All such copies will be
subject to the same restrictions and protections as the original and will bear the same
copyright and proprietary rights notices as are contained on the original.

9.3 The Recipient agrees to return all Confidential Information in tangible form received
from the Discloser, including any copies made by the Recipient, within thirty (30) days
after a written request is delivered to the Recipient, or to destroy all such Confidential
Information if directed to do so by Discloser except for Confidential Information that the
Recipient reasonably requires to perform its obligations under this Agreement; the
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Recipient shall certify destruction by written letter to the Discloser. If either Party loses
or makes an unauthorized disclosure of the Party's Confidential Information, it will notify
such other Party immediately and use its best efforts to retrieve the lost or wrongfully
disclosed information.

9.4 The Recipient shall have no obligation to safeguard Confidential Information: (i) which
was in the possession of the Recipient free of restriction prior to its receipt from the
Discloser; (ii) after it becomes publicly known or available through no breach of this
Agreement by the Recipient; (iii) after it is rightfully acquired by the Recipient free of
restrictions on its discloser; (iv) after it is independently developed by personnel of the
Recipient to whom the Disdoser's Confidential Information had not been previously
disclosed. In addition, either Party will have the right to disclose Confidential
Information to any mediator, arbitrator, state or federal regulatory body, or a court in the
conduct of any mediation, arbitration or approval of this Agreement, as long as, in the
absence of an applicable protective order, the Discloser has been previously notified by
the Recipient in time sufficient for the Recipient to undertake all lawful measures to
avoid disclosing such confidential information and for Discloser to have reasonable time
to seek or negotiate a protective order before or with any applicable mediator,
arbitrator, state or regulatory body or a court.

9.5 The Parties recognize that an individual End User may simultaneously seek to become
or be a Customer of both Parties. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to limit the
ability of either Party to use customer specific information lawfully obtained from End
Users or sources other than the Discloser.

9.6 Each Party's obligations to safeguard Confidential Information disclosed prior to
expiration or termination of this Agreement will survive such expiration or termination.

9.7 No license is hereby granted under any patent, trademark, or copyright, nor is any such
license implied solely by virtue or the disclosure of any Confidential Information.

9.8 Each Party agrees that the Discloser may be irreparably injured by a disclosure in
breach of this Agreement by the Recipient or its representatives and the Discloser will
be entitled to seek equitable relief, including injunctive relief and specific performance,
in the event of any breach or threatened breach of the confidentiality provisions of this
Agreement. Such remedies will not be deemed to be the exclusive remedies for a
breach of this Agreement, but will be in addition to all other remedies available at law or
in equity.

10.0 Finality of Disputes

No claims shall be brought for disputes arising from this Agreem~nt more than twenty
four (24) months from the date of occurrence which gives rise to the dispute, or beyond
the applicable statute of limitations, whichever is shorter.

11.0 Intervening Law

11.1 The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be subject to any and all applicable
laws, rules, regulations, orders or guidelines that subsequently may be prescribed by
any federal or state government authority with jurisdiction. To the extent required or
permitted by any such subsequently prescribed law, rule, regulation, order or guideline,
the Parties agree to negotiate in good faith toward an agreement to modify, in writing,

'. ~
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any affected term or condition of this Agreement to bring them into compliance with
such law, rule, regulation, order or guideline. Upon failure to reach agreement to
implement a change in laws, rules, regulations, orders or guidelines, either Party may
seek arbitration before any regulatory authority with jurisdiction.

11.2 Each Party shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, rules and regulations
applicable to its performance under this Agreement.

13.0 Miscellaneous Provisions

13.1 Effective Date - The effective date of this agreement is January 1, 2003. The Parties
shall implement the agreement immediately, work cooperatively, and take all steps
necessary and proper to expeditiously prosecute a joint application before the
Commission seeking approval of this Agreement pursuant to the provisions of 47
U.S.C. '252. Each Party shall be responsible for its own costs and expenses incurred
in obtaining approval of this Agreement from the Commission.

14.2 Term and Termination

14.2.1 This Agreement is effective January 1J 2007 and shall remain in effect for three
(3) years after January 1, ~2007. Thereafter, the Agreement shE}1J
automatically renew for additional one (1) yearsix (6) month terms, unless eitller
Party gives the other Party written notice of intent to terminate at least sixty (60)
days prior to the expiration date of the initial or renewed term.

14.2.2 Upon termination or expiration of this agreement in accordance with the above
Section:

(a) Each Party shall continue to comply with its obligations set forth in
Section Confidentiality and

(b) Each Party shall promptly pay all amounts (including any late payment
charges) owed under this Agreement; and upon termination or expiration
of this Agreement, each Party shall promptly pay all amounts (including
any late payment charges) owed under this Agreement or place disputed
amounts into an escrow account.

(c) Each Party's indemnification obligations shall survive.

14.2.3 Either Party may terminate this Agreement in whole or in part in the event of a
default by the other Party, provided however, that the non-defaulting Party
notifies the defaulting Party in writing of the alleged default and that the
defaulting Party does not cure the alleged default within thirty (30) days of
receipt of written notice thereof.

14.3 Binding Effect - This Agreement will be binding on and inure to the benefit of the
respective successors and permitted assigns of the Parties.

14.4 Assignment - Neither Party may assign, subcontract, or otherwise transfer its rights or
obligations under this Agreement except under such terms and conditions as are
mutually acceptable to the other Party and with such Party's prior written consent,
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which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed, or conditioned; provided,
that either Party may assign its rights and delegate its benefits, and delegate its duties
and obligations under this Agreement without the consent of the other Party to a
parent, one hundred (100) per cent owned affiliate or subsidiary of that Party for the
continued provisioning of the telecommunications service under this Agreement.

14.5 Third Party Beneficiaries - This Agreement shall not provide any non-party with any
remedy, claim, cause of action or other right.

14.6 Force Majeure - Neither Party shall be responsible for delays or failures in performance
resulting from acts or occurrences beyond the reasonable control of such Party,
regardless of whether such delays or failures in performance were foreseen or
foreseeable as of the date of this Agreement, including, without limitation: fire,
explosion, power failure, acts of God, war, revolution, civil commotion, or acts of public
enemies; any law, order, regulation, ordinance or requirement of any government or
legal body; or labor unrest, including, without limitation strikes, slowdowns, picketing or
boycotts; or delays caused by the other Party or by other service or equipment vendors;
or any other circumstances beyond the Party's reasonable control. In such event, the
Party affected shall, upon giving prompt notice to the other Party, be excused from
such performance on a day-to-day basis to the extent of such interference (and the
other Party shall likewise be excused from performance of its obligations on a day-for
day basis to the extent such Party's obligations relate to the performance so interfered
with). The affected Party shall use its reasonable commercial efforts to avoid or remove
the cause of non-performance and both Parties shall proceed to perform with dispatch
once the causes are removed or cease.

14.7 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES - THE PARTIES MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY
WARRANTY AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR INTENDED OR
PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO SERVICES OR FACILITIES
PROVIDED HEREUNDER. ADDITIONALLY, NEITHER PARTY ASSUMES ANY
RESPONSIBILITY WITH REGARD TO THE CORRECTNESS OF DATA OR
INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY THE OTHER PARTY WHEN THIS DATA OR
INFORMATION IS ACCESSED AND USED BY A THIRD PARTY.

14.8 Survival of Obligations - Any liabilities or obligations of a Party for acts or omissions
prior to the cancellation or termination of this Agreement, any obligation of a Party
under the provisions regarding indemnification, Confidential Information, limitations on
liability, and any other provisions of this Agreement which, by their terms, are
contemplated to survive (or to be performed after) termination of this Agreement, will
survive cancellation or termination thereof.

14.9 Waiver - The failure of either Party to enforce or insist that the other Party comply with
the terms or conditions of this Agreement, or the waiver by either Party in a particular
instance of any of the terms or conditions of this Agreement, shall not be construed as
a general waiver or relinquishment of the terms and conditions, but this Agreement
shall be and remain at all times in full force and effect.

14.10 Patents, Trademarks and Trade Names

14.10.1 With respect to claims of patent infringement made by third persons, the
Parties shall defend, indemnify, protect and save harmless the other from and
against all claims arising out of the improper combining with or use by the
indemnifying Party of any circuit, apparatus, system or method provided by that

..... ...,.. ...... r-.
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Party or its subscribers in connection with the Interconnection arrangements
furnished under this Agreement.

14.10.2 No license under patents is granted by either Party to the other, or shall be
implied or arise by estoppel with respect to any circuit, apparatus, system, or
method used by either Party in connection with. any Interconnection
Arrangements or services furnished under this Agreement.

14.10.3 Nothing in this Agreement will grant, suggest, or imply any authority for one
Party to use the name, trademarks, service marks, or trade names of the other
for any purpose whatsoever, absent prior written consent of the other Party.

14.11 Relationship of the Parties

14.11.1This Agreement is for the sole benefit of the Parties and their permitted assigns,
and nothing herein express or implied shall create or be construed to create any
third-party beneficiary rights hereunder.

14.11.2 Except for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for another,
nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal representative or
agent of the other Party, nor shall a Party have the right or authority to assume,
create or incur any liability or any obligation of any kind, express or implied,
against or in the name or on behalf of the other Party unless otherwise
expressly permitted by such other Party.

14.11.3 Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no Party undertakes
to perform any obligation of the other Party, whether regulatory or contractual,
or to assume any responsibility for the management of the other Party's
business.

14.11.4 Each Party is an independent contractor, and has and hereby retains the right
to exercise full control of and supervision over its own performance of its
obligations under this Agreement and retains full control over the employment,
direction, compensation and discharge of its employees assisting in the
performance of such obligations. Each Party and each Party's contractor(s)
shall be solely responsible for all matters relating to payment of such
employees, including the withholding or payment of all applicable federal, state
and local income taxes, social security taxes and other payroll taxes with
respect to its employees, as well as any taxes, contributions or other obligations
imposed by applicable state unemployment or workers' compensation acts and
all other regulations governing such matters. Each Party has sole authority and
responsibility to hire, fire and otherwise control its employees.

14.11.5 Nothing contained herein shall constitute the Parties as joint venturers,
partners, employees or agents of one another, and neither Party shall have the
right or power to bind or obligate the other. Nothing herein will be construed as
making either Party responsible or liable for the obligations and undertakings of
the other Party. Except for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to
act for another, nothing in this Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal
representative or agent of the other Party, nor shall a Party have the right or
authority to assume, create or incur any liability or any obligation of any kind,
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express or implied, against or in the name or on behalf of the other Party unless
othelWise expressly permitted by such other Party.

14.12 Services - Each Party is solely responsible for the services it provides to its End Users
and to other Telecommunications Carriers.

14.13 Notices - Any notice to a Party required or permitted under this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall be deemed to have been received on the date of service if served
personally; on the date receipt is acknowledged in writing by the recipient if delivered
by regular mail; or on the date stated on the receipt if delivered by certified or
registered mail or by a courier service that obtains a written receipt. Notice may also be
provided by facsimile, which shall be effective on the next Business Day following the
date of transmission as reflected in the facsimile confirmation sheet. Any notice shall
be delivered using one of the alternatives mentioned in this section and shall be
directed to the applicable address indicated below or such address as the Party to be
notified has designated by giving notice in compliance with this section.

For Alltel: Alltel Communications, Inc.
Attn: Director - Wireless Interconnection
Mailstop: 1269-B1-F03-C
One Allied Drive
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202
Fax: 501-905-6307
Phone: 501-905-8000

For CRST: CRST Telephone
100 Main Street
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 57625
Phone: 605-964-2600

14.14 Expenses - Except as specifically set out in this Agreement, each Party will be solely
responsible for its own expenses involved in all activities related to the subject of this
Agreement.

14.15 Headings - The headings in this Agreement are inserted for convenience and
identification only and will not be considered in the interpretation of this Agreement.

14.16 Governing Law - For all claims under this Agreement, that are based upon issues
within the jurisdiction of the FCC or governed by federal law, the Parties agree that the
remedies for such claims shall be governed by the FCC and the Act. For all claims
under this agreement that are based upon issues within the jurisdiction of the
Commission or governed by state law, the Parties agree that the jurisdiction for all such
claims shall be with such Commission, and the remedy for such claims shall be as
provided for by such Commission. In all other respects, this Agreement shall be
governed by the domestic laws of the State of South Dakota without reference to
conflict of law provisions.

14.17 Multiple Counterparts - This Agreement may be executed in mUltiple counterparts, each
of which will be deemed an original but all of which will together constitute but one and
the same document.

14.18 Complete Tenns - This Agreement together with its appendices and exhibits constitutes
the entire agreement regarding the exchange and compensation for Local Traffic
between the Parties and supersedes all prior discussions, representations or oral
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understandings reached between the Parties. Appendices and exhibits referred to
herein are deemed attached hereto and incorporated by reference. Neither Party shall
be bound by any amendment, modification or additional terms unless it is reduced to
writing signed by an authorized representative of the Party sought to be bound.

14.19 This Agreement is the joint work product of the Parties and has been negotiated by the
Parties and their respective counsel and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with
its terms and, in the event of any ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against
either Party.

14.20 No provision of this Agreement shall be deemed amended or modified by either Party
unless such an amendment or modification is in writing, dated, and signed by an
authorized representative of both Parties.

14.21 Neither Party shall be bound by any preprinted terms additional to or different from
those in this Agreement that may appear subsequently in the other Party's form
documents, purchase orders, quotations, acknowledgments, invoices or other
communications.

14.22 Dispute Resolution - Except for action seeking a temporary restraining order or an
injunction related to the purposes of this Agreement, or suit to compel compliance with
this dispute resolution process, the Parties agree to use the following dispute resolution
procedures with respect to any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this
Agreement or its breach.

14.22.1 Informal Resolution of Disputes. At the written request of a Party, each Party
will appoint a knowledgeable, responsible representative, empowered to
resolve such dispute, to meet and negotiate in good faith to resolve any
dispute arising out of or relating to this Agreement. The Parties intend that
these negotiations be conducted by non-lawyer, business representatives.
The location, format frequency, duration, and conclusion of these discussions
shall be left to the discretion of the representatives. Upon agreement the
representatives may utilize other alternative dispute resolution procedures
such as mediation to assist in the negotiations. Discussions and
correspondence among the representatives for purposes of these negotiations
shall be treated as Confidential Information developed for purposes of
settlement exempt from discovery, and shall not be admissible in the
arbitration described below or in any lawsuit without the concurrence of all
Parties. Documents identified in or provided with such communications, which
are not prepared for purposes of the negotiations, are not so exempted and
may, if otherwise discoverable, be discovered or otherwise admissible, be
admitted in evidence, in the arbitration or lawsuit.

14.22.2 Formal Dispute Resolution. If negotiations fail to produce an agreeable
resolution within one hundred twenty days (120) days, then either Party may
proceed with any remedy available to it pursuant to law, equity or agency
mechanisms; provided, that upon mutual agreement of the Parties such
disputes may also be submitted to binding arbitration. In the case of
arbitration, each Party shall bear its own costs. The Parties shall equally split
the fees of any mutually agreed upon arbitration procedure and the
associated arbitrator.

14.22.3 Continuous Service. The Parties shall continue providing services to each
other during the pendency of any dispute resolution procedure and the Parties
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shall continue to perform their payment obligations in accordance with this
Agreement.

14.22.4 Costs. Each Party shall bear its own costs of these procedures. The Parties
shall equally split the fees of the arbitration and the arbitrator; provided,
however, that the arbitrator may assign costs to the Party demanding
arbitration upon a finding that such Party brought a frivolous cause of action
or claim.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this Agreement through their duly
authorized representatives.

CRST Telephone

BY:--------------
(Signature)

NAME:. _

(Printed)

TITLE _

DATE _

. ,"'. .- ..
:.. .............. -. - -. .-........ ,. - --

Alltel Communications, Inc.

BY:--------------
(Signature)

NAME: Gene Dejordy

TITLE: Senior Vice President - Regulatory

DATE:. _
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APPENDIX A

1.0 RECIPROCAL COMPENSATION RATE FOR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION OF
LOCALTRAFFIC

$0.012 per minute of use

2.0 INTERMTA RATE FOR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION OF INTERMTA TRAFFIC

$0.03 per minute of use

3.0 RECIPROCAL COMPENSATION CREDIT FORMULA

The reciprocal compensation credit will be calculated assuming a ratio of land
.originated to mobile originated traffic as set forth below. Divide the total number of
monthly measured minutes of use terminated on CRST's network by the Mobile to Land
Factor. The total calculation will then be multiplied by the Land to Mobile Factor to
arrive at the total CRST minutes of use terminated on Alltel's network per month. This
monthly total will be multiplied by the Land to Mobile Interconnection rate set forth in
Appendix A 2.0 to obtain the Reciprocal Compensation Credit for the month. For
example, CRST determines that 10,000 minutes of mobile originated
Telecommunications Traffic has been delivered to it by Alltel in a given billing period:
The Parties will assume that 6.667 minutes of land originated calls were delivered by
CRST to Alltel for termination (10,000/.60 multiplied by AO).

The Reciprocal Compensation Credit Factors over the term of the agreement shall be:

Mobile to Land Factor 60%

Land to Mobile Factor 40%
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APPENDIX B

CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE TELEPHONE AUTHORITY

INTERCONNECTION AND LOCAL CALLING DATA

E}(:change
Narne

Eagle Butte
Du ree
Isabel
La Plant
South Du ree

Qwest Meet Point

SDN Meet Point

605-964
605-365
605-466
605-733
605-538

EGBTSDXA964
DUPRSDXA365
ISBLSDXA466

BKNGSDXSRS2
DUPRSDXB538

V6162 H5728

V6280 H4906

All CRST Exchan es
All CRST Exchanges
All CRST Exchan es
All CRST Exchan es
All CRST Exchan es

1 Switch or meet point locations where direct point of interconnection is available

EXISTING DIRECT INTERCONNECTION

Alltel and CRST have established a POI location at Eagle Butte for the exchange of all Tr,affic between
Alltel and CRST networks. Adjustments to the capacity, technology, and transmission standards
associated with the POI and associated direct interconnection facilities will be mutually agreed upon by
the Parties.
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INTERCONNECTION AND RECIPROCAL COMPENSATION
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By and Between

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

And

Alltel Communications, Inc.

For the State of

South Dakota



INTERCONNECTION AND RECIPROCAL COMPENSATION AGREEMENT
AlItel Communications, Inc. and Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority.

South Dakota

This Interconnection and Reciprocal Compensation Agreement ("Agreement") is effective as of
the 18t day of January 2007 (the "Effective Date"), by and between Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe
Telephone Authority ["CRST"] with offices at 100 Main Street, Eagle Butte, South Dakota
57625 and Alltel Communications, Inc. a Delaware corporation, for itself and its wireless
affiliates and solely with respect to its operations as a CMRS provider in the state of South
Dakota ("Alltel") with offices at One Allied Drive, Little Rock, Arkansas 72202. Hereinafter,
"Party" means either CRST or AlItel and "Parties" means CRST and AlIte!'

WHEREAS, AlItel is authorized by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") to
provide Commercial Mobile Radio Services ("CMRS");

WHEREAS, eRST is a local exchange carrier holding a certificate of authority to provide local
exchange telecommunications services in certain exchanges within the state of South Dakota.

WHEREAS, CRST and Alltel exchange calls between their networks and wish to establish
Interconnection and Reciprocal Compensation arrangements for exchanging traffic as specified
below;

WHEREAS, the Parties intend this Agreement 1) to provide for the mutual exchange and
reciprocal compensation ofTelecommunications Traffic in accordance with Section 251(b)(5) of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996, and 2) to supersede any previous arrangements between
the Parties relating to such Telecommunications Traffic.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual provisions contained herein and other good
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged,
CRST and Alltel hereby agree as follows:

1. Definitions

Special meanings are given to common words in the telecommunications industry, and
coined words and acronyms are common in the custom and usage in the industry. Words
used in this contract are to be understood according to the custom and usage of the
telecommunications industry, as an exception to the general rule of contract interpretation
that words are to be understood in their ordinary and popillar sense. In addition to this
rille of interpretation, the following terms used in this Agreement shall have the meanings
as specified below:

1.1. "Act" means the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. Section 151 et seq.), as
amended.
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1.2. "Affiliate" means a person that (directly or indirectly) owns or controls, is owned
or controlled by, or is under common ownership or control with, another person.
For purposes of this paragraph, the term «own" means to own an equity interest
(or the equivalent thereof) ofmore than 10 percent.

1.3. "Central Office Switch" means a CRST switch used to provide
Telecommunications Services, including, but not limited to the following:

(a) "End Office Switch" means a switch in which the subscriber station loops are
terminated for connection to either lines or trunks. The subscriber receives
terminating, switching, signaling, and related functions for a defined geographic
area by means ofan End Office Switch.

(b) "Remote End Office Switch" means a switch in which the subscriber station
loops are terminated. The control equipment providing terminating, switching,
signaling, and related functions would reside in a Host Office Switch. Local
switching capabilities may be resident in a Remote End Office Switch.

(c) "Host Office Switch" means a switch with centralized control over the
functions of one or more Remote End Office Switches. A Host Office Switch can
serve as an End Office Switch as well as providing services to other Remote End
Offices requiring terminating, signaling, and related functions including local
switching.

(d) "Tandem Switch" means a sWitching system that connects and switches
trunk circuits between and among Central Office Switches, Mobile Switching
Centers, and IXC networks. A Tandem Switch can also provide Host Office
Switch or End Office Switch functions.

A Central Office Switch may also be employed as a combination of any or all of
the above switch types.

1.4. "Commercial Mobile Radio Services" or "CMRS" has the meaning given to
the term in the Part 20, FCC Rules

1.5. "Commission" means the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission.

1.6. "Direct Interconnection" means either a one-way or two-way connection
between the CRST network and the Alltel network.

1.7. "End User" means, whether or not capitalized, any business, residential or
governmental customer of services provided by a Party, and includes the term
"Customer". More specific meanings of either of such terms are dependent upon
the context in which they appear in the Agreement and the provisions ofthe Act.
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1.8. "FCC" means the Federal Communications Commission.

1.9. "IntraMTA Traffic", for wireless to wireline calling, traffic that is exchanged
that originates in one MTA and terminates in the same MTA based on the location
ofthe connecting cell site serving the wireless end user at the start of the call and
the location of the end office serving the wireline end user.

1.10. "Interconnection" has the meaning given the term in the Act and refers to the
services, equipment, facilities, or platforms between or within networks for the
purpose of transmission and routing of Telecommunications Traffic.

1.11. "Interexchange Carrier" or "!XC" means a carrier that provides or carries,
directly or indirectly, toll traffic.

1.12. "InterMTA Traffic", for wireless to wireline calling, traffic that is exchanged
that originates in one MTA and terminates in a different MTA based on the
location of the connecting cell site serving the wireless end user at the start of the
call and the location ofthe end office serving the wireline end user.

1.13. "Local Exchange Carrier" or "LEe" has the meaning given the term in the Act.

1.14. "Local Traffic",

a) for wireless to wireline calling, is traffic that is exchanged between Alltel and
CRST that, at the beginning of the call, originates and terminates within the
same MTA based on the location of the connecting cell site serving the
originating wireless end user and the location of the end office serving the
terminating wireline end user; and

b) for wireline to wireless calling, traffic that is exchanged between CRST and
AlItel that originates with a wireline CRST customer and terminates to an
AlItel NXX rated in the same wireline local calling area as the CRST
customer and in which Alltel has a POI within that same wireline local calling
area ofthe CRST exchange.

1.15. "Location Routing Number" or "LRN" means the ten digit routing number that
identifies the terminating switch for a telephone number that has been ported.

1.16. "Major Trading Area" or "MTA" means Major Trading Area as defined by the
FCC in 47 C.F.R Part 24.202(a).

1.17. "Mobile Switching Center" or "MSC" means Alltel facilities and related
equipment that perform the switching for the routing of calls from and among its
End Users and other Telecommunications Carrier networks. The MSC is also
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used to connect and switch trunk circuits within the AlItel network and between
the AlItel network and the public switched telephone network.

1.18. "Non-Local Traffic", for wireless to wireline calling, traffic that is exchanged
between AlItel and CRST that is not Local Traffic and is switched access traffic.

1.19. ''NPA'' or the "Number Plan Area", also referred to as an "area code", means
the three-digit code which precedes the NXX in a dialing sequence and identifies
the general calling area within the North American Numbering Plan scope to
which a call is routed (i.e., NPA/NXX-XXXX).

1.20. ''NXX'' means the three-digit code, which appears as the first three digits of a
seven-digit telephone number within a valid NPA or area code.

1.21. "Party" means either CRST or Alltel, and "Parties" means CRST and A1lteL

1.22. "Point of Interconnection" or "POI" means that technically feasible point of
demarcation, located within the CRST network, where the exchange of traffic
between the Parties takes place.

1.23. ''Rate Center" means the specific geographic point and corresponding
geographic area that is associated with one or more NPA-NXX codes that have
been assigned to an incumbent LEC for its provision of telecommlIDications
sefVlces.

1.24. "Reciprocal Compensation" means an arrangement between two carriers in
which each receives compensation from the other carrier for the Transport and
Tennination of Telecommunications Traffic on each carrier's network that
originates on the network facilities of the other carrier.

1.25. "Telecommunications" means the transmission, between or among points
specified by the End User, of information of the End User's choosing, without
change in the form or content ofthe information as sent and received.

1.26. "Telecommunications Canier" means any provider of TelecommlIDications
services, except that such term does not include aggregators of
telecommunications services (as defined in 47 U.S.C. Section 226(a)(2)).

1.27. "Telecommunications Traffic" or "Traffic", defined for purposes of
compensation under this Agreement, means traffic that:

a) is originated by a customer of one Party on that Party's network,

b) terminates to a customer ofthe other Party on the other Party's network within
the same Major Trading Area, as defined in 47 CFR Section 24.202(a), and
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c) may be carried by a tandem LEC in lieu of a direct connection between the
Parties.

For purposes of determining originating and terminating points, the originating or
terminating point for CRST shall be the CRST end office serving the calling or
called party, and for AlItel shall be the originating or terminating cell site location
which serves the calling or called party at the beginning of the call.
Telecommunications Traffic does not include traffic for which the originating end
user or carrier has utilized an interexchange carrier (!XC) to assume responsibility
for tennination of traffic, or traffic originated by an IXC pursuant to the IXC's
rate schedules, tariffs, end-user contracts, or presubscription rules.

1.28. "Termination" means the switching of Telecommunications Traffic at the
terminating carrier's End Office Switch, or equivalent facility, and delivery of
such traffic to the called party.

1.29. "Third Party Provider" means any facilities-based telecommunications carrier,
including, without limitation, independent telephone companies, or competitive
local exchange carriers that carry Transiting Traffic. The term shall not mean
resellers of a CRST local exchange service or resellers of an Alltel service.

1.30. "Transiting Traffic" means Telecommunications Traffic between two
Telecommunications Carriers, carried by a Third Party Provider that neither
originates nor terminates that traffic on its network while acting as an
intermediary.

1.31. "Transport" means the transmission and any necessary tandem switching of
Telecommunications Traffic subject to §251(b)(5) of the Act from the
interconnection point between two carriers to the terminating carrier's end office
switch that directly serves the called Party, or equivalent facility provided by a
third party provider.

1.32. ''Wireline Local Calling Area" means the area to which a CRST wireline
customer can call another CRST wireline customer without incurring toll
charges.

2. Interpretation and Construction

All references to Sections and Attac1hl1ents shall be deemed to be references to Sections
ot: and Attachments to, this Agreement unless the context shall otherwise require. The
headings of the Sections and Attachments are inserted for convenience of reference only
and are not intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning of this Agreement. Unless
the context shall otherwise require, any reference to any agreement, other instrument or
other third Party offering, guide or practice, statute, regulation, rule or tariff is for
convenience of reference only and is not intended to be a part ofor to affect the meaning
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of a rule or tariff as amended and supplemented from time-to-time (and, in the case of a
statute, regulation, rule or tariff, to any successor provision).

This Agreement is the joint work product of the Parties and has been negotiated by the
Parties and shall be fairly interpreted in accordance with its terms and, in the event of any
ambiguities, no inferences shall be drawn against either Party.

The Parties enter into this Agreement without prejudice to any position they may take
with respect to similar future agreements between the Parties or with respect to positions
they may have taken previously, or may take in the future in any legislative, regulatory or
other public forum addressing any matters, including matters related to the rates to be
charged for Transport and Termination of traffic or the types of arrangements prescribed
by this Agreement.

3. Scope

This Agreement is intended, inter alia., to describe and enable specific Interconnection
and Reciprocal Compensation arrangements between the Parties. This Agreement does
not obligate either Party to provide arrangements not specifically provided for herein.

This Agreement establishes the methodology for the exchange of and compensation for
Telecommunications Traffic originated on the network ofAlItel, transited via the network
of a Third Party Provider and terminated on the network of CRST, or delivered directly
to, and terminated by CRST, or originated on the network of CRST, transited via the
network of a Third Party Provider and terminated on the network of Alltel, or delivered
directly to, and terminated by AllteL There will be no reciprocal compensation paid for
traffic delivered via an IXC.

Pursuant to this Agreement, the Parties will extend certain arrangements to one another as
needed to meet the requirements of this Agreement. This Agreement reflects a balancing
of interests critical to the Parties.

3.1 Each Party's NPAfNXXs and network routing information are listed in
Telcordia's Local Exchange Routing Guide ("LERG"). The Operating Company
Number ("OCN") for each Party in the state of South Dakota are:

3.1.1 AllteIOCNs: 5037,6515,6293

3.1.2 CRST oeN: 1647

3.2 This Agreement does not apply to ISP-Bound traffic and ISP-Bound traffic shall
not be exchanged pursuant to this Agreement. The Parties have not addressed the
basis for intercarrier compensation relating to enhanced services and Internet
traffic. The Parties agree that such traffic between them, if any, is presently de
minimis. If a Party has reason to believe that enhanced services and Internet
Traffic are not de minimis, that Party may provide notice to the other and open
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negotiations to determine an appropriate method for identifying, transporting, and
determining the compensation for such traffic. If the Parties are unable to reach
agreement for ISP Bound traffic, either Party may request resolution of the
dispute pursuant to Section 33 of this Agreement.

3.3 The Parties agree that this Agreement does not provide for the exchange of
911/E911 traffic.

4. Interconnection Methods and Facilities

Tills Section describes the methods with which the Parties to this Agreement may
interconnect their respective networks for the Transport and Termination of Traffic.

4.1. Indirect Method of Interconnection. Either Party may choose to deliver traffic
from its network through a Third Party Provider and thus be indirectly connected
with the other Party for the delivery of Traffic originated on its network.

4.2. Direct Method of Interconnection. Direct Interconnection facilities provide a
trunk side connection between the Parties' networks.

4.2.1. Points(s) of Interconnection. Upon agreement of the Parties, Direct
Interconnection facilities may be either One-Way or Two-Way facilities.
Both parties have agreed to a CRST POI and an Alltel POI in the Eagle
Butte exchange as shown in Attachment B. Charges for the facilities
between the Alltel POI and the CRST POI will be shared by the Parties on
a proportional percentage basis as specified in Attachment A, Section 3.
The Parties agree to review actual minutes transported on shared two way
facilities and modify the percentages specified in Attachment A, Section 3
no more than twice annually. If warranted by actual usage, the facility
factor percentages shall be revised accordingly and shall be applied in the
next billing cycle following the Traffic review. There is a two-way
facility establishing a direct connection between the Parties' networks in
the Eagle Butte rate center. Charges for this two-way facility will be billed
pursuant to CRST's board approved pricing guide. Rates for entrance
facilities and transport purchased from CRST are specified in CRST's
Intrastate Access Service Tariff or board approved pricing guide.

4.2.2. Interconnection Facility Forecast. The Parties shall provide each other a
forecast of projected traffic volume for each point of interconnection when
significant changes in traffic patterns are anticipated. The Parties agree to
work cooperatively to determine the number of trunks needed to handle
the estimated traffic.
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4.2.3. Interconnection Facility Cost Sharing. The cost of CRST provided
facilities shall be shared at the same ratio as shown in Attachment A,
Section 2.

4.3. Facility Locations. Alltel may directly connect with CRST's network at any
technically feasible point. The Parties acknowledge for purposes of this
requirement that the locations listed in Attachment B constitute technically
feasible points of Direct Interconnection.

4.4. Additional Direct Interconnection Methods Available to Alltel. AlItel may
provide its own facilities and transport for the delivery of traffic from its network
to a POI within CRST's network. AJtematively, AJItel may purchase an entrance
facility and transport from a Third Party Provider or from CRST for the delivery
of such traffic. Rates for entrance facilities and transport purchased from CRST
are specified in CRST's board approved pricing guide.

4.5. Technical Requirements and Standards. Each Party will provide the services in
this Agreement to the other Party at a standard at least equal in quality and
performance to that which the Party provides itself and others. Either Party may
request, and the other Party will provide, to the extent technically feasible,
services that are superior or lesser in quality than the providing Party provides to
itself, provided, however, that such services shall be considered special requests,
and will be handled on a case-by-case basis.

4.6. SS7 Messages. All SS7 messages delivered by each Party shall be populated
using industry standard techniques. At a minimum, the following fields in the
SS7 message shall be populated by the prevailing ATIS (Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions) requirements and recommendations:

• Jurisdictional Information Parameter (JIP)
• Location Routing Number (LRN) in instances where Local Number

Portability (LNP) has been implemented
• All 10 digits ofthe Calling Party Number (CPN)
• Charge Number (CN)
• All lO-digits ofthe Called Number

4.7. Impairment ofService.

4.7.1. The characteristics and methods of operation of any circuits, facilities or
equipment of either Party connected with the services, facilities or
equipment of the other Party pursuant to this Agreement shall not interfere
with or impair service over any facilities of the other Party, its affiliated
companies, or its connecting and concurring carriers involved in its
services, cause damage to its plant, violate any applical;>le law or
regulation regarding the invasion of privacy of any communications
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carried over the Party's facilities or create hazards to the employees of
either Party or to the public ("Impairment of Service").

4.7.2. If either Party causes an Impairment of Service, the Party whose network
or service is being impaired (the "Impaired Party") shall promptly notify
the Party causing the Impairment of Service (the "Impairing Party") of the
nature and location of the problem and that, unless promptly rectified, a
temporary discontinuance of the use of any circuit, facility or equipment
may be required. The Impairing Party and the Impaired Party agree to
work together to attempt to promptly resolve the Impairment of Service.
If the Impairing Party is unable to promptly remedy the Impairment of
Service, then the Impaired Party may at its option temporarily discontinue
the use of the affected circuit, faciliry or equipment.

5. Routing of Traffic

This Section provides the terms and conditions for the proper routing and exchange of
traffic between the Parties' respective networks.

5.1. Indirect Connection via a 1bird Party Provider. As an alternative to routing
Telecommunications Traffic covered by this agreement through a Direct
Interconnection, either Party may choose to route traffic from its network through
a 1bird Party Provider to the terminating Party's POI with the Third Party
Provider.

5.2. Mobile to Land Traffic - Direct Interconnection. AlItel shall be responsible for
the delivery of Telecommunications Traffic from its network to the appropriate
Point(s) of Interconnection on CRST's network for the Transport and Termination
of such traffic by CRST to one of its End Users.

5.3. Land to Mobile Traffic - Direct Interconnection.

5.3.1. CRST shall be responsible for the delivery of Telecommunications Traffic
from its End Users connected to its network to the appropriate Point(s) of
Interconnection (POI) with Alltel's network for the Transport and
Termination of such traffic to one of Alltel's End Users. The POI shall be
within the same Wireline Local Calling Area as the CRST End User.

5.3.2. CRST shall deliver alilandline originating Telecommunications Traffic to
the Alltel POI, provided this POI is in the same Wireline Local Calling
Area as the CRST customer and Alltel has an NPA-NXX within this
Wireline Local Calling Area.

5.4. Dialing Parity. CRST will route aliland-to-mobile Telecommunications Traffic
to Alltel utilizing End User dialing patterns undifferentiated from those provided
to any other carrier's number assigned to the same CRST rate center.
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6. Compensation

The Parties agree to the rates referenced in Attachment A for the services to be provided
pursuant to this Agreement

6.1. Local Traffic. The parties shall reciprocally compensate one another for
IntraMTA traffic at the rates set forth in Attachment A, Section 1.

6.2. Non-Local Traffic. The Parties contemplate that AlItel may deliver non-local
traffic to CRST under this Agreement Alltel shall compensate CRST for wireless
to wireline InterMTA Traffic at CRST's switched access rates as specified in 6.3
below.

6.3. Interstate and Intrastate InterMTA Factor. The Parties have developed an
interstate InterMTA and an intrastate InterMfA factor to determine the
appropriate CRST switched access rate that should be applied to the non-local
traffic. The interstate InterMfA traffic determined to be non-local shall be billed
at the CRST approved switched access interstate tariff rates. The intrastate
InterMfA traffic shall be billed at the approved CRST switched access intrastate
tariff rates. The factors are identified in Attachment A, Section 4.

6.4. CRST Provided Direct Interconnection Facilities. AlItel may utilize or the Parties
may share CRST provided interconnection facilities. CRST provided
interconnection facilities will be priced at the rates specified in CRST's Intrastate
Access Service Tariff or board approved pricing guide. Charges will be shared by
the Parties based on their proportional (percentage) use of such facilities as
specified in Attachment A, Section 2.

7. Billing and Payment

7.1. The Parties shall bill each other on a monthly basis for the services provided
under this Agreement in accordance with the rates and charges set forth in Section
6 and Attachment A.

7.2. Each Party will only charge the other Party as referenced in Attachment A.

7.3. In the event actual detailed billing records are not available (e.g. iftraffic is routed
via a Third Party Provider), summary billing reports may be utilized. If AlItel
elects to utilize a Transitil!g Cfu-ner, AlItel shall be responsible for any and all
charges associated with obtaining billing records from the transiting carner and
will provide said billing records to CRST.

7.4. Usage measurement for calls shall begin when Answer Supervision or equivalent
SS7 message is received from the terminating office and shall end at the time of
call disconnect by the calling or called customer, whichever occurs first.
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7.5. Minutes of use ("MOD"), or fractions thereof, shall not be rounded upward on a
per-call basis, but will be accumulated over the billing period. At the end of the
billing period, any remaining fraction shall be rounded up to the nearest whole
minute to arrive at total billable minutes for each Interconnection. MOD shall be
collected and measured in minutes, seconds, and tenths of seconds.

7.6. Each Party shall include sufficient detail of MOUs on its invoices to enable the
other Party to reasonably verify the accuracy of the usage, charges, and credits.

7.7. The Parties shall pay invoiced amounts within forty-five (45) days of receipt of
the invoice. For invoices not paid when due, late payment charges will be
assessed on the past due balance, until paid, at a rate equal to 1.5% per month,
except as provided in Section 7.13.

7.8. Reciprocal Compensation. It is agreed that the traffic factors set forth in
Attachment A Section 2 represent a reasonable estimate of the ratio of traffic
originated and terminated by the Parties, considering the anticipated mix of traffic
routed between the parties. Either Party may, at its option, request modification
of the factors, on a going forward basis, based on the results of a traffic study
conducted for traffic originated by or terminating to the Party's End Users. These
factors may be modified, but no more than once annually. If the Parties are
unable to reach agreement for modification of the Land to Mobile Factor, either
Party may request resolution of the dispute pursuant to Section 33 of this
Agreement.

7.9. Taxes. The Party collecting revenue shall be responsible for collecting, reporting
and remitting all appropriate taxes associated therewith. CRST is responsible for
taxes on eRST revenues and Alltel is responsible for taxes on AlItel revenues
whether or not shown as a credit on the CRST invoice to Alltel.

7.10. Billing notices. All bills rendered by one Party to the other Party under this
Agreement shall be delivered to the following locations.

AlIteI Communications, Inc.

AlItel Communications, Inc.
c/o Control Point Solutions
3655 North Point Pkwy
Suite 200
Alpharetta, GA 30005
Attn: Erika Owens
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7.11. Billing inquiries. All bill inquiries by one Party to the other Party under this
Agreement shall be directed to the following locations.

Alltel Communications, Inc. eRST

Wholesale Billing Services

Phone Number: 1-800-351-4241 Phone Number: 605-964-2600

Email: ACICABS.Alltel.com

7.12. Escalations. Each Party will provide to the other Party an escalation list for their
respective billing department and the appropriate department with the authority to
issue payment on a bill.

7.13. Disputed Amounts. If any portion of an amount due to a billing Party under this
Agreement is subject to a dispute between the Parties, the billed Party shall within
sixty (60) days of its receipt of the invoice containing such disputed amount give
notice to the billing Party of the invoiced amounts it disputes ("Disputed
Amounts") and include in such notice the specific details and reasons for
disputing each item The Parties agree that they will each make an effort to
resolve any Disputed Amounts in accordance with the Dispute Resolution process
in Section 33 of this Agreement. The billed Party shall pay when due all
undisputed amounts to the billing Party. A Party may, by notice, include a
prospective notice of Disputed Amounts applicable to future invoices. If the
Disputed Amount is resolved in favor of the billing Party, the billed Party shall
pay any unpaid Disputed Amount with late charges at the rate of (18%) per
annum calculated from the date the Disputed Amount was originally due until
final determination of such dispute.

8. Notice of Changes

If a Party contemplates a change in its network, which it believes will materially affect
the inter-operability of its network with the other Party, the Party making the change shall
provide at least ninety (90) day's advance written notice of such change to the other
Party.

9. General Responsibilities ofthe Parties

9.1. Each Party is solely responsible for the services it provides to its customers and to
other Telecommunications Carriers.
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9.2. Each Party is responsible for obtaining Local Exchange Routing Guide ("LERG")
listings of the Common Language Location Identifier ("CLLI") assigned to its
switches.

9.3. Each Party shall use the LERG published by Telcordia or its successor for
obtaining routing information and shall provide all required information to
Telcordia for maintaining the LERG in a timely manner.

9.4. SS7 Out of Band Signaling (CCS/SS7) shall be the signaling of choice for
interconnecting tnmks, where it is technically feasible for both Parties. Use of a
third Party provider of SS7 trunks, for connecting Alltel to the ILEC SS7 systems
is permitted. Such connections shall meet generally accepted industry technical
standards. Each Party shall utilize SS7 at its own cost for all interchanged traffic
irrespective of interconnection methodology.

9.5. 9111E911 Each Party shall be responsible for its own independent connections to
the 9111E911 network.

10. Term and Termination

10.1. The initial term of this Agreement shall be a three-year term which shall
commence on the Effective Date. This Agreement shall automatically renew for
additional one (1) year terms until replaced by another agreement or terminated
by either Party upon ninety (90) days written notice to the other Party prior to the
termination of the initial term or renewed term.

10.2. Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement in accordance with this Section:

10.2.1. Each Party shall continue to comply with its obligations under the Act and
as set forth in Section 22 of this Agreement;

10.2.2. Each Party shall promptly pay all undisputed amounts (including any late
payment charges) owed under this Agreement;

10.2.3. Each Party's indemnification obligations shall survive termination or
.expiration of this Agreement.

10.3. Either Party may terminate this Agreement in whole or in part in the event of a
default of the other Party, provided, however, that the non-defaulting Party
notifies the defaulting Party in writing of the alleged default and the defaulting
Party does not implement mutually acceptable steps to remedy such alleged
default within thirty (30) days after receipt of Wlitten notice thereof

10.4. If, upon expiration or termination, either Party requests the negotiation of a
successor agreement, during the period of negotiation of the successor agreement
each Party shall continue to perform its obligations and provide the services
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described herein until such time as the successor agreement becomes effective.
During the pendency of said re-negotiations, the rates, terms and conditions of
this Agreement shall apply on an interim basis until a new Agreement is
effectuated or until the Parties negotiations expire.

11. Cancellation Charges

Except as provided herein, no cancellation charges shall apply.

12. Non-Severability

12.1. The services, arrangements, terms and conditions of this Agreement were
mutually negotiated by the Parties as a total arrangement and are intended to be
non-severable.

12.2. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as requiring or permitting either
Party to contravene any mandatory requirement of federal or state law, or any
regulations or orders adopted pursuant to such law.

13. Indennnfication

13.1. Each Party (the "Indemnifying Party") shall indemnifY and hold harmless the
other Party ("Indemnified Party") from and against loss, cost, claim liability,
damage, and expense (including reasonable attorney's fees) to customers and
other third parties for:

13.1.1. damage to tangible personal property or for personal injury proximately
caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the Indemni:f:Ying Party,
its employees, agents or contractors;

13.1.2. claims for libel, slander, or infringement of copyright arising from the
material transmitted over the Indemnified Party's facilities arising from the
Indemnifying Party's own communications or the communications of such
Indemnifying Party's customers; and

13.1.3. claims for infringement ofpatents arising from combining the Indemnified
Party's facilities or services with, or the using of the Indemnified Party's
services or facilities in connection with, facilities of the Indemnifying
Party.

Neither Party shall accept terms of a settlement that involves or references the
other Party in any matter without the other Party's approval.

Notwithstanding this indemnification provision or any other provision in the
Agreement, neither Party, nor its parent, subsidiaries, Affiliates, agents, servants,
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or employees, shall be liable to the other for Consequential Damages (as defined
in Section 15.3).

13.2. The Indemnified Party will notify the Indemnifying Party promptly in writing of
any claims, lawsuits, or demands by customers or other third parties for which the
Indemnified Party alleges that the Indemnifying Party is responsible under this
Section, and, if requested by the Indemnifying Party, will tender the defense of
such claim, lawsuit or demand.

13.2.1. In the event the Indemnifying Party does not promptly assume or
diligently pursue the defense of the tendered action, then the Indemnified
Party may proceed to defend or settle said action and the Indemnifying
Party shall hold harmless the Indemnified Party from any loss, cost,
liability, damage and expense.

13.2.2. In the event the Party otherwise entitled to indemnification from the other
elects to decline such indemnification, then the Party making such an
election may, at its own expense, assume defense and settlement of the
claim, lawsuit or demand.

13.2.3. The Parties will cooperate in every reasonable manner with the defense or
settlement of any claim, demand, or lawsuit.

13.2.4. Neither Party shall accept the terms of a settlement that involves or affects
the rights or obligations of the other Party in any matter without the other
Party's approval.

14. Auditing Procedures

14.1. Upon thirty (30) days written notice, each Party must provide the other Party the
ability and opporhmity to conduct an annual audit to ensure the proper billing of
traffic between the parties. The audit shall be accomplished during normal
business hours. Audit requests shall not be submitted more frequently than one
(1) time per calendar year.

14.2. Each Party may request copies of the other Party's billing records thereof
provided that the requested records do not exceed twenty-four (24) months in age
from the date the monthly bill containing said record information was issued.

15. Limitation ofLiability

15.1. No liability shall attach to either Party, its parents, subsidiaries, Affiliates, agents,
servants, employees, officers, directors, or partners for damages arising from
errors, mistakes, omissions, interruptions, or delays in the course of establishing,
furnishing, rearranging, moving, terminating, changing, or providing or failing to
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provide services or facilities (including the obtaining or furnishing of information
with respect thereof or with respect to users of the services or facilities) in the
absence of gross negligence or willful misconduct.

15.2. Except as otherwise provided in Section 13, no Party shall be liable to the other
Party for any loss, defect or equipment failure caused by the conduct of the first
Party, its agents, servants, contractors or others acting in aid or concert with that
Party, except in the case of gross negligence or willful misconduct.

15.3. Except as otherwise provided in Section 13, no Party will have any liability
whatsoever to the other Party for any indirect, special, consequential, incidental or
punitive damages, including but not limited to loss of anticipated profits or
revenue or other economic loss in connection with or arising from anything said,
omitted or done hereunder (collectively, "Consequential Damages"), even if the
other Party has been advised ofthe possibility of such damages.

16. DISCLAIMER

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED HEREIN, NEITHER PARTY MAKES
ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY AS TO
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR INTENDED OR PARTICULAR
PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO SERVICES PROVIDED HEREUNDER.
ADDITIONALLY, NEITHER PARTY ASSUMES ANY RESPONSIBILITY WITH
REGARD TO THE CORRECTNESS OF DATA OR INFORMATION SUPPLIED
BY THE OTHER PARTY WHEN THIS DATA OR INFORMATION IS
ACCESSED AND USED BY A TIDRD-PARTY.

17. Regulatory Approval

Upon execution of this Agreement, CRST shall file this Agreement with the Commission
pursuant to the requirements of Section 252 ofthe Act.

In the event the Commission or FCC rejects this Agreement in whole or in part, the
Parties agree to meet and negotiate an acceptable modification of the rejected portiones).
For portiones) for which acceptable modification is not achieved, either Party may seek
arbitration by the Commission. Further, this Agreement is subject to change,
modification, or cancellation as may be required by a regulatory authority or court in the
exercise of its lawful jurisdiction.

18. Pending Judicial Appeals and RegulatOlY Reconsideration

The Parties acknowledge that the respective rights and obligations of each Party as set
forth in this Agreement are based on the text of the Act and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereooder by the FCC and the Commission as of the Effective Date
("Applicable Rules"). In the event of any amendment to the Act, any effective legislative
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action or any effective regulatory or judicial order, rule, regulation, arbitration award,
dispute resolution procedures under this Agreement or other legal action purporting to
apply the provisions of the Act to the Parties or in which the FCC or the Commission
makes a generic determination that is generally applicable which revises, modifies or
reverses the Applicable Rilles (individually and collectively, Amended Rilles), either
Party may, by providing written notice to the other Party, require that the affected
provisions of this Agreement be renegotiated and this Agreement shall be amended
accordingly to reflect the pricing, terms and conditions of each such Amended Rilles
relating to any of the provisions in this Agreement. In the event that such new terms are
not renegotiated within ninety (90) days after such notice, the Parties shall utilize the
Dispute Resolution procedure set forth in Section 33 ofthis Agreement.

19. Compliance. Each Party shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws,
rules and regulations applicable to its performance under this Agreement.

20. Independent Contractors. Neither this Agreement, nor any actions taken by Alltel or
CRST in compliance with this Agreement, shall be deemed to create an agency or joint
venture relationship between AlItel and CRST, or any relationship other than that of
purchaser and seller of services. Neither this Agreement, nor any actions taken by AlItel
or CRST in compliance with this Agreement, shall create a contractual, agency, or any
other type of relationship or third Party liability between AlItel and CRST end users or
others.

21. Force Majeure. Neither Party shall be liable for any delay or failure in performance of
any part of this Agreement from any cause beyond its control and without its fault or
negligence including, without limitation, acts of nature, acts of civil or military authority,
government regulations, embargoes, epidemics, terrorist acts, riots, insurrections, fires,
explosions, earthquakes, nuclear accidents, floods, work stoppages, equipment failure,
power blackouts, volcanic action, other major environmental disturbances, unusually
severe weather conditions or any other circumstances beyond the reasonable control and
without the fault or negligence of the Party affected. (collectively, a "Force Majeure
Event"). If any Force Majeure condition occurs, the Party delayed or unable to perform
shall give immediate notice to the other Party and shall take all reasonable steps to
correct the force m~eure condition. In the event of such delay, the delayed Party shall
perform its obligations at a performance level no less than that which it uses for its own
operations. In the event of such performance delay or failure, the delayed Party agrees to
resume performance in a nondiscriminatory manner and not favor its own provision of
Telecommunications Services above that of the affected Party. During the pendency of
the Force Majeure, the duties of the Parties under this Agreement affected by the Force
Majeure condition shall be abated and shall resume without liability thereafter.

22. Confidentiality

22.1. Any.information such as specifications, drawings, sketches, business information,
forecasts, models, samples, data, computer programs and other software and
documentation of one Party (a Disclosing Party) that is furnished or made
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available or otherwise disclosed to the other Party or any of its employees,
contractors, or agents (its "Representatives" and with a Party, a "Receiving
Party") pursuant to this Agreement ("Proprietary Information") shall be deemed
the property of the Disclosing Party. Proprietary Information, if written, shall be
clearly and conspicuously marked "Confidential" or "Proprietary" or other similar
notice, and, if oral or visual, shall be confirmed in writing as confidential by the
Disclosing Party to the Receiving Party within ten (10) days after disclosure.
Unless Proprietary Information was previously known by the Receiving Party free
of any obligation to keep it confidential, or has been or is subsequently made
public by an act not attributable to the Receiving Party, or is explicitly agreed in
writing not to be regarded as confidential, such information: (i) shall be held in
confidence by each Receiving Party; (ii) shall be disclosed to only those persons
who have a need for it in connection with the provision of services required to
fulfill this Agreement and shall be used by those persons only for such purposes;
and (iii) may be used for other purposes only upon such terms and conditions as
may be mutually agreed to in advance of such use in writing by the Parties.
Notwithstanding the foregoing sentence, a Receiving Party shall be entitled to
disclose or provide Proprietary Information as required by any governmental
authority or applicable law, upon advice of counsel, only in accordance with
Section 22.2 ofthis Agreement.

22.2. If any Receiving Party is required by any govemmental authority or by applicable
law to disclose any Proprietary Information, then such Receiving Party shall
provide the Disclosing Party with written notice ofsuch requirement as soon as
possible and prior to such disclosure. The Disclosing Party may then seek
appropriate protective relief from all or part of such requirement. The Receiving
Party shall use all commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate with the
Disclosing Party in attempting to obtain any protective relief which such
Disclosing Party chooses to obtain.

22.3. In the event of the expiration or termination of this Agreement for any reason
whatsoever, each Party shall return to the other Party or destroy all Proprietary
Information and other documents, work papers and other material (including all
copies thereof) obtained from the other Party in connection with this Agreement
and shall use all reasonable efforts, including instructing its employees and others
who have had access to such information, to keep confidential and not to use any
such infonnation, unless such information is now, or is hereafter disclosed,
through no act, omission or fault of such Party, in any manner making it available
to the general public.

23. Governing Law. For all claims under this,Agreement that me based upon issues within
the jurisdiction (primary or otherwise) ofth~ fCC, the excJuSive jurisdiction and remedy
for all such claims shall be as provided fortly\:he FCC and the Act. For all claims under
this Agreement that are based upon issut;lswithin the jurisdiction (primary or otherwise)
of the Commission, the exclusive jurisdiction for all such claims shall be with the
Commission, and the exclusive remedy for such claims shall be as provided for by such
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Commission. In all other respects, this Agreement shall be governed by the domestic
laws of the state of South Dakota without reference to conflict of law provisions.

The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be subject to any and all applicable
laws, rules, regulations or guidelines that subsequently may be adopted by any federal,
state or local government authority. Any modifications to this Agreement occasioned by
such change shall be effected through negotiations.

24. Assignment. Neither Party may assign or transfer (whether by operation of law or
otherwise) this Agreement (or any rights or obligations hereooder) to a third Party
without the prior written consent of the other Party which consent will not be
unreasonably withheld; provided that either Party may assign this Agreement to a
corporate Affiliate or an entity under its common control or an entity acquiring all or
substantially all of its assets or equity by providing prior written notice to the other Party
of such assignment or transfer. Any attempted assignment or transfer that is not
permitted is void ab initio. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, this
Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the Parties' respective
successors and assigns.

25. Non-Waiver. Failure of either Party to insist on performance of any term or condition of
this Agreement or to exercise any right or privilege hereunder shall not be construed as a
continuing or future waiver of such term, condition, right or privilege.

26. Notices. Notices given by one Party to the other Party under this Agreement shall be in
writing and shall be delivered to the following locations.

Alltel Communications, Inc.

Alltel Communications, Inc.
One Allied Drive
Mailstop: 1269-B5F04-D
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202
Attn: Director - Wireless Interconnection
Phone: 501-905-8000
Fax: 501-905-6299

With a copy to :
Director Telecom Policy
ALLTEL Communications, Inc.
One .Allied Drive
Mailstop: 1269-B5F04-D
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202
Phone: 501-905-8000
Fax: 501-905-6299
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Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone
Authority
100 Main Street
POBox 810
Eagle Butte, SD 57625
Phone: 605-964-2600
Fax: 605-964-1000

With a copy to:
Corporate Counsel
Riter, Rogers, Wattier, Brown, & Northrup,
LLP
319 S Coteau
Pierre, SD 57501
Phone: 605-224-5825
Fax: 605-224-7102
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Or to such other address as either Party shall designate by proper notice. Notices will be
deemed given as of the earlier of: (i) the date of actual receipt; (ii) the next business day
when notice is sent via express mail or personal delivery; (iii) three (3) days after mailing
in the case of certified u.s. mail.

27. Trouble Reporting. In order to facilitate trouble reporting and to coordinate the repair
of Interconnection Facilities, trunks, and other interconnection arrangements provided by
the Parties under this Agreement, each Party has established contact(s) available 24 hours
per day, seven days per week, at telephone numbers to be provided by the Parties. Each
Party shall call the other at these respective telephone numbers to report trouble with
connection facilities, trunks, and other interconnection arrangements, to inquire as to the
status of trouble ticket numbers in progress, and to escalate trouble resolution.

27.1. 24 Hour Network Management Contact:

CRST Contact Number:

Alltel Contact Number:

605-964-2600

330-650-7900

27.2. Each Party will advise the other of any critical nature of the inoperative facilities,
service, and arrangements and any need for expedited clearance of trouble. In
cases where a Party has indicated the essential or critical need for restoration of
the facilities, services or arrangements, the other Party shall use its best efforts to
expedite the clearance of trouble.

27.3. Each Party will provide to the other Party an escalation list for the repair center,
ordering and provisioning center and the account management team

28. Publicity and Use of Trademarks or Service Marks. Neither Party nor its
subcontractors or agents shall use the other Party's trademarks, service marks, logos or
other proprietary trade dress in any advertising, press releases, publicity matters or other
promotional materials without such Party's prior written consent.

29. No Third Party Beneficiaries; Disclaimel' of Agency. This Agreement is for the sole
benefit ofthe Parties and their permitted assigns, and nothing herein expressed or implied
shall create or be construed to create any third-Party beneficiary rights hereunder. Except
for provisions herein expressly authorizing a Party to act for another, nothing in this
Agreement shall constitute a Party as a legal representative or agent of the other Party;
nor shall a Party have the right or authority to assume, create or incur any liability or any
obligation of fuly kind, express or implied, against, in the name ot;, or on behalf of the
other Party, unless otherwise expressly permitted by such other Party. Except as
otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, no Party undertakes to perform any
obligation of the other Party, whether regulatory or contractual, or to assume any
responsibility for the management ofthe other Party's business.
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30. No License. No license under patents, copyrights, or any other intellectual property right
(other than the limited license to use consistent with the terms, conditions and restrictions
ofthis Agreement) is granted by either Party, or shall be implied or arise by estoppel with
respect to any transactions contemplated under this Agreement.

31. Technology Upgrades. Nothing in this Agreement shall limit either Parties' ability to
upgrade its network through the incorporation of new equipment, new software or
otherwise, provided it is to industry standards, and that the Party initiating the upgrade
shall provide the other Party written notice at least ninety (90) days prior to the
incorporation of any such upgrade in its network which will materially impact the other
Party's service. Each Party shall be solely responsible for the cost and effort of
accommodating such changes in its own network.

32. Entire Agreement. The terms contained in this Agreement and any Schedules, Exhibits,
tariffs and other documents or instruments referred to herein are hereby incorporated into
this Agreement by reference as if set forth fully herein, and constitute the entire
agreement between the Parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, superseding all
prior understandings, proposals and other communications, oral or written. Neither Party
shall be bound by any preprinted terms additional to or different from those in this
Agreement that may appear subsequently in the other Party's form documents, purchase
orders, quotations, acknowledgments, invoices or other communications. This
Agreement may only be modified in writing signed by each Party.

33. Dispute'Resolution

Except for action seeking a temporary restraining order or an injunction related to the
purposes of this Agreement, or suit to compel compliance with this dispute resolution
process, the Parties agree to use the following dispute resolution procedures with respect
to any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement or its breach.

33.1. Informal Resolution of Disputes. At the written request of a Party, each Party will
appoint a knowledgeable, responsible representative, empowered to resolve such
dispute, to meet and negotiate to resolve any dispute arising out of or relating to
this Agreement. The Parties intend that these negotiations be conducted by non
lawyer, business representatives. The location, format, frequency, duration, and
conclusion of these discussions shall be left to the discretion of the
representatives. Upon agreement, the representatives may utilize other alternative
dispute resolution procedures such as mediation to assist in the negotiations.
Discussions and correspondence among the representatives for purposes of these
negotiations shall be treated as Confidential hIforn13.tion developed for purposes
of settlement, exempt from discovery, and shall not be admissible in the
arbitration described below or in any lawsuit without the concurrence of all
Parties. Documents identified in or provided with such communications, which
are not prepared for purposes of the negotiations, are not so exempted and may, if
otherwise discoverable, be discovered or otherwise admissible, be admitted in
evidence, in the arbitration or lawsuit.
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33.2. Formal Dispute Resolution. Ifnegotiations fail to produce an agreeable resolution
within one hundred twenty days (120) days, then either Party may proceed with
any remedy available to it pursuant to law, equity or agency mechanisms;
provided, that upon mutual agreement of the Parties such disputes may also be
submitted to binding arbitration. In the case of arbitration, each Party shall bear
its own costs. The Parties shall equally split the fees of any mutually agreed upon
arbitration procedure and the associated arbitrator.

33.3. Continuous Service. The Parties shall continue providing services to each other
during the pendency of any dispute resolution procedure and the Parties shall
continue to perform their payment obligations in accordance with this Agreement.

33.4. Costs. Each Party shall bear its own costs of these procedures. The Parties shall
equally split the fees of the arbitration and the arbitrator; provided, however, that
the arbitrator may assign costs to the Party demanding arbitration upon a finding
that such Party brought a frivolous cause of action or claim

TIllS AGREEMENT CONTAINS A BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION WIlleD
MAY BE ENFORCED BY THE PARTIES.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of
the dates listed below.

AIlte) Communications, Inc.

Gene Dejordy
Name

Signature

Signature Date

Vice President
PositionlTitle

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone
AuthOlity

JD Williams
Name

Signature

Signature Date

General Manager
Position/Title
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ATTACHMENT A

RATES AND FACTORS

1. RECIPROCAL COMPENSATION RATE

CRST's Reciprocal Compensation Rate $0.022021
Alltel's Reciprocal Compensation Rate TBD

2. TRAFFIC FACTOR

Land to Mobile Traffic Factor 30%
Mobile to Land Traffic Factor 70%

3. SHARED FACILITY

Shared Facility Factor - Mobile to Land 70%
Shared Facility Factor - Land to Mobile 30%

4. INTERMTA TRAFFIC

InterMTA Factor - Alltel to CRST ~19.0%

Interstate pOliion of the InterMTA factor 1-1-:41.0%

Interstate InterMTA Traffic will be billed at CRST's current
interstate tariff rates.

Intrastate portion of the 11lterMTA factor /9&699.0%

Intrastate InterMTA Traffic will be billed at CRST's current
intrastate tariff rates.
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ATTACHMENT B

INTERCONNECTION POINTS AND LOCAL CALLING DATA

Points of Technically Feasible Interconnection

Location Name Address Metbod
Ea21eBntte 100 Main Street Direct

CRST Central Office Points

Hosts,
Land to Mobile Local

Exchange Name NFAJNXX(s) eLLI
Intermediate

Calling Area by Rate
Offices, or
Tandem(s)

Center

Dupree 605-365 DUPRSDXA365 EGBTSDXA964 AU CRST Exchan2es
Dupree 605-538 DUPRSDXB538 EGBTSDXA964 AlI CRST Exchanges
Ea2leButte 605-964 EGBTSDXA964 EGBTSDXA964 All eRST Exchanges
Isabel 605-466 ISBLSDXA466 EGBTSDXA964 All eRST Exchan2es
LaPlant 605-733 LPLTSDXA733 EGBTSDXA964 All CRST Exthan2es
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AJltet CommUl'1icatiohSj Inc.
3650 131d AVlHll!G $1':, Suu. 60il
Bellevue, Wae~ln9tQn 96006
Phone: 425~il-8700
Fax: 425-5£1$.0113

October 30, 2006

Mr. J. D. Williams
eRST Telephone
100 Main Street
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 57625

Ut l

Subject: Notice ofTenninntion - Reciprocal Interconnection, Transport and Termination
Agreement

Dear Mr. Williams:

Pursuant to Section 14.2.1 of the Reciprocal Interconnection, Transport and Termination Agreement
made between WWC License L.L.C., a wholly owned subsidiary ofAlltel Communications, Inc.,
and eRST Telephone, notification is herewith provided ofAlltel's termin.ation ofthe agreement
effective December 31,2006.

Should you have any questions or concerns on this matter, I can be reached by phone at 425-586~
8630, by facsimile at 425-586-8118, or via email atron.williarns@alltel.com.

Sincerely,

~~
,/

Ron Williams
Vice President - Interconneotion and Compliance

cc: Talbot J. Wieczorek. Gunderson, Palmer, Goodsell & Nelson, LLP
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Ron Williams
Director, Intercarrier Relations
Alltel Communications, Inc.
3650 131st Avenue SE, Suite 400
Bellevue, WA 98006

August 17, 2007

Re: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Dear Mr. Williams:

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Authority (CRST) hereby requests that, pursuant to Section
252 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 USC Section 252 and the
FCC's rules, Alltel enter into negotiations with CRST to establish a new interconnection
agreement for the transport and termination of telecommunications traffic between our
companies.

Darla Pollman Rogers of Riter, Rogers, Wattier, Brown & Northrup, LLP, will be repre
senting CRST in this matter. Please send all further correspondence to her office at 319
S. Coteau, Pierre, SD 57501.

~
J. D. Williams, General Manager

cc: Darla Pollman Rogers

100 Main Street * PO Box 810
(605) 964-2600 Phone *

'* Eagle Butte, SD 57625
(605) 964-1000 Fax



EXHIBITE



C.R.S. T Telephone Authority

RIJ.; Requalfor Negatiatl,'rm ofNew Intf:m~onJ1e(;/ioR Agn;.'tJm({llt PllrSutmt t() S(J(:lion
252 ofthe COJrtlmmicatiol1s Act of I 934

Ron Williams
DireCl;o1"~ Intercarricr Relations
Allte! Communications. Tnc.
3650 131~; AVC1~UC S E, Suile 400
&lle\'Ue, WA 9800~

Dear :\iiI'. Williams:

This let.ter memori~ b:e~ ou!" agroomont regarding the datu on whicb Alilel
Communica.tions~ Jnc. (""A[]lr:l';) Il:Ceh'ed the Cheyenne River SiflUX Tribe'rclnphonc
Authority's CiCRST") reqlI~t fur r.~gQtiations of'an InU';rconnecLiQn Agnx:ment pursuant
to § 25] (b) ofthe Communic;ations Acr of 1934, M Mll1!nded (the ·"Ace). Fat pu.rp~
ofthe ACI, Antel and eRST agroc tll1l.t AlU()l rucclved (:RST'Ji: request for negotiations on
October 22, 2007. Based upon that date. the 135t.h day (the opening oflfu:: arbitraLion
win<.kJ.w) will fallon March 5,200&, ancllht; 160m day (cL05ing('ifth~ amjtr,:;l,ticlli
wirulow) wiU full on .\!larch 3(}~ 200ft .

Please sign helow .~md return to JUC at }'OUT caTlii;;~l (,;Onv~nience. Should yon ha.ve
any qucsl10M, pJ~ do not hesitate to COl1tDct me. rhank :you fur your assi.st<ulCC.

Siw;~eiy. . /

c::;JL)/~~no/~
J.D. Williams. Gcm..'Tal Manager
Cheyenne River .. ux .l'ribe Telephone Authority

-..
By: ..

100 Main Sttcet "* PO &>x 810 11: Eagle &.ttc. SD 57625
(60S) 964-21300 f'Mne • (1;)05) 9ti4-WOO l-'M



If

Aprif7! 200&·

Ron Wilna1rl~

Difccror.fnlercarrier Relmions
AIlref Co~mun1cati(lJl$ •.Inc.
3650 131~ Avenue SF.;.Sllit~ 4{)0
Bellevue, WA 9g006

Re~ Chcy~nn~ l<iv~r Sioux Tribe 'telephone Authority

Dear \1r. Williams;

This lerter is wriLLen lO formali:r.e the verbal -i:1gret:ment -l)f the parties lQ e,,'(ltmd th~
irncroonnection negotiatil:m pcriQ<!. White. I wtl.c; unnblc to a(le~ the conference can on March
25, 200$~ Mona ThQmpson from our. office was on the call and· Tunderstand $ht; a~ed to rh~
I;:~leru.ion on hebll.lfofeRST.

Accordingly.~bOth parties agree that pursuant. to § 2S2(l",){1) Qf the. l\C4 th~ arbitration pt.,"riQ(1 is
extClldcd 10 April ::m, 2OQ~L (~. ~. , e.Los1.~ ~ +1r1-L (}... v 10:>l~*ott v.. LVL<t.CJ.....

~ k Apr1\:3o, 2-oo~)

.1

100 fY1ain Street '* PO 13m" ~no * l:agtn B\lflf'" SD !l7625
((05) 9G4~2.600 Pbon~ *" (G05)964-WQO Fax.



C.R.S. T Telephone Authority

April 25, 2008

Ron Williams
Director Intercarrier Relations
Alltel Communications, Inc.
3650 131 ~ Avenue SE Suite 400
Bellevue WA 98006

Re: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Dear Mr. WHijams:

This letter is written to formalize the verbal agreement of the parties to extend the
interconnection negotiation period. Both parties agree that pursuant to § 252(b)(l) of the Act,
closing of the arbitration window shall be May 30, 2008.

C" S~lY.

c:;;"f~~
1(1): Williamll~ G~mmll Manager

Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Agreed,O~~1dayofA~l, 2008:

By: Z1fit .() t.L.z.._.
Ron Williams

AlIteI' Communications. Inc.

i

100 Main Street * PO Box 810 * Eagle Butte, SO 57625
(605) 964-2600 Phone * (605) 964-1000 Fax

-------_..... --



C~.R~S~ T Telephone Autllority .

ROll Willillm~

Dirccwr Imercarrier Rclationil
Alltel Communications, Inc.
3650 13r'1 Avenue SE SU1[e 400
Bellevue WA 9!W06

Re: Cheyenne: River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Dear Mr. Willimns:

In ful.low-up to our wkphone conversation of the above drtte, this Icth::I' formalu(:s tbl:
agreement of the par1jes ro (~xt~~lld the: iIllCrCUnni:cLion ne.gotiati<m period. Both Jlartie~

agn.:~c: that pursuaUl Lo § 252(b)( I) of the ACL closing of the arbitration window shall be
JUlIe 30, 2008.

Sincerely.,

J.D. Williams. Oel1emllVlanagcr
ChC,YCIlIIL: Riv~r Si01L>{. Tribe Telephone Authority

~~.~-~~'> .~~..r~·ay of:\1ay, 2008:
.I" -

J:G~. -. _~J/'~- . A J
- Rory,*,~llliams .. ~ .
Allt~1 Communications, Inc.

.,

lOU Main Street 7: PO Box HlO
(605) f'()4-~(iOU Phone "

;1< Eagle BUlle, SO 57fi25
(GO.3) 964·1000 Fax



~ RiterRogers

rune 24. 2008

Roben C. :Ritr:r,]1:.
D:lr1a.l'ollmm Rnger~

J~L "Y'k:W:r
~ D. North:aIl'

OfCQ~/ld.;

Rnb=rt! D, Eolbl'

Ron W"IlJ.iams
D~tor lntercanierRe1atiG~
Al1tel. ComImwicati01lB~ In.c.
3650 131~tAvenue SE Suite 400
Be:I:lfwuf: WA 98006

JD WillialhS
eRST
100 Main Street
Eagle Butte) SD 57625

Re: CheYeDIl.6 River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

DearMr.Roo W'llliams and MI. 3D Wl1:lim.nB;

In order to contimre discussions C(j:twenring a recent stXtlement offer submitted by Allie!
10 CRST, and to allow CRST to studysaid offer and submit a cOUllter offerifappropria:f:f;
the parties hereby agree to extend the inte:roonnecnoIl. Ilegotiation period. Bolli. parties
agree tbat pmswmt to § 252(bXl) of the.Act closing oftbe arbitration window shall be
July 15,2008.

&:!,a".wf~
'Darla Pollman Rogers
Attomey at Law

La.wOffi.~

Riter>RQ~Wattier. & Nonh.r:up. LLP
Phone: 605·224-5825 • Fax: 605-.224-7102 • WW1N.,rir.er1aw;com

319 South Coteau Stteet: • EO. Box 280 • Pic~ Saum Dakorn.57501·0280_______!!!!!!!!l!!""""'lI=-- "I ~----"'IIIIIIIII~ _



RiterRogers

July 11, 2008

Robm C. Rittr, Jr.
Dnla Pol!m:m Rt1gers

JeayLW~

M;.rgo D. No.rthrup

.Associare:.
Lindsey~"R:spp

OfCoilllSeh
Robm O. Borer

Ron Williams
Director Inter<:amer Relations
Alliel Co:mmunications~ Inc.
3650 Blit Avenue SE Suite 400
Bellevue WA 98006

In Williams '
CRST
100Main Street
Eagle Butte, SD 57625

Re: CheyenneRiver Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Dear Mr. ROIl Williams and Mr. JD Williams:

In order to continue discussions concerning the settlement offer subnrltted by AlItel tQ
CRST, and to allow eRST to submit a connt~ offer, the parties hereby agree to extend
the interconnection negotiation period. Both parties agree that punman.t to § 252(bXl) of
the Act, closiug ofthe arbitration window shall be July31,2008.

Sincerely, .J)
ffl~ ~~-b~L;o anRogm .

Attorney at Law (--""'_.....

r "

LawOffio;:
Riter, Rogers, Wattier, & Northrup, UP

Phone. 605-224--5825 ~ Fax: 605~224-7102 e W"ww;clter!aw;com
319 South O>r~ Stttee • .P.o. Box: 280 • Pittre,. South DakoIa 57501...Q2.80



RiterRogers

July 30, 2008

Robert C. Riter, Jr.
Darla Pollman Rogers

Jerry 1. Wattier
Margo D. Northrup

Associate:
Lindsey Riter-Rapp

Of Counsel:
Robert D. Hofer

Ron Williams
Director Intercarrier Relations
AlItel Communications, Inc.
3650 13Ist Avenue SE Suite 400
Bellevue WA 98006

JD Williams
CRST
100 Main Street
Eagle Blltte, SD 57625

Re: Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority

Dear Mr. Ron Williams and Mr. JD Williams:

In order to continue discussions concerning the settlement counter offer submitted by
CRST to Alltel, the parties hereby agree to extend the interconnection negotiation period.
Both parties agree that pursuant to § 252(b)(1) of the Act, closing of the arbitration
window shall be August 29, 2008.

Sincerely,

fku!h.~~
Darla Pollman Rogers
Attorney at Law

+-F-- day of July, 2008:..
By: ----Jw''--L.--------..;---

Ron W·liams
Alltel ommunications, Inc.

Law Office
Riter, Rogers, Wattier, & Northrup, LLP

Phone: 605-224-5825 • Fax: 605-224-7102 • www.riterlaw.com
319 South Coteau Street • P.O. Box 280 • Pierre, South Dakota 57501-0280



RiterRogers

August 28. 2008

Robetr C. Riter, Jr.
Darla Po\ko$h Rops

Jw:r L. "I1httier
MllI'gO D. Northrop

ksocim::
Lirlth~Rit<:t-Rap!?

OfCaunsdl
Rnbm O. Hom

Roo WiJ.liam.B
Directw~anie.r Relations
AIltel Commrmication.Jl, !no.
3650 131.&t AYeJllJe SE Suite 400
Bellcwue WA98006

IDWilliams
eRST
100 MaID. Stre~
Eagle Butt~ SD 57625

,":'

~--~.~ ....

Re: Cheyenne RiverSioux T.u"bi: Te1t:;phone AUthority

Dear:Mr. Ron W1.llimns and Mr. ID Wi1.liams:

In o.rder to continue disClISBiOllB concerning the settlement counter offer submitted by
Antel to eRST. the pamw hereby ape to 6xtend tire intercwmeutionnegotiationperiod,
Both parties agree tJmt punmant to § 252(b)(1) of the Act, eloBing of the arbitratio:n
window s1m1l bel September 30s 2008.

Sinrerely~ .

~_---.-..--..~-~------

Attorney atLaw

-ft..
day ofAugust, 2008:

j~

LavrOffice
Rim; Rogns, Wat!ieJ; &: NOl:thn1p, lLP

Pho~ 605-224-5825 • .Fax: 605-224-7102 II 'WWV'l'-titerla.w.com
519 South CoteaUS~· P.O. Br;o; 280 \I Pierre, South Dakota 57501-0280

It



RiterRogers

Robert C. R!(((o Jr.
Darla I'ollma.'J RogeL!

Jeny L. W~tt~l':r

M:ugo D. :Xonhl1lP

~!)ci"-tl;:

Llncko/ Riter-1L'lJ:lp

OfCc,l1il~d:

Robr:rr D_ Ht)f~r

Septembet29,2U08

Ron WiHiatrili
Director Illtercfihier Relations
Allte! Communications, Inc.
%50131 st Avenue SE S'llite 400
8cllevl1c WA 9&006

JD \Vj]J.iarns
eRST
100 Main Street
Eagle Butt~. SD 57625

..l

jsa

Rc: ChcyClllie River Sioux Tribe Telephone AuthQrity

Df;}i.'!l" I\.fr. Ron Willia:rrlS and Mr. JD Williams:

Inorder to continue discussions cOllcerning t11e scltlemeut (~otlJlter offer submitted by
MItel to CRST, the parttes hereby agree to extend tl]e intercmmectiQlluc;:golialion period.
Both parties agree that pursll£il1tto § 252(b)(t) of the Act, closing ofth{;;arbitranon
\vindow shall be October 21, 20n8.

Smcere!y, . ~ rc
~l~Rogm ~

Attorney at Law

Law Office
Riter, Roge.rs. \'lV:1.t::aer, & Northrup, LLP

Phom~: 605-221-5825 a Fmc 605-221-}102 .. 1YW1lV.riLctlaw.coill
319 Suuth COteau Strl,:(..'t:· J.~O- Box: 280" Picm:, South Dakota 57501-0280



EXHIBITF



BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF )
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE )
TELEPHONE AUTHORITY FOR )
ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO THE )
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1996 )
TO RESOLVE ISSUES RELATING TO )
AN INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT )
WITH ALLTEL COMMUNICATIONS, LLC )

Docket No. TC08-

PROPOSED
SCHEDULING ORDER

COMES NOW Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe Telephone Authority, (CRST), by

and through its undersigned counsel, pursuant to A.R.S.D. 20:10:32:29(9), and sets forth

the following proposed schedule for the governance of the proceedings in the above-

captioned matter.

PROPOSED PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE

1. On or before November 21, 2008, the first round of discovery requests shall

be served by all parties and responses shall be due on or before December 12,2008.

2. On or before December 26, 2008, the second round of discovery requests shall

be served by all parties and responses shall be due on or before January 16, 2009.

Discovery requests and responses shall not be filed with the Commission

unless necessary in connection with a motion to compel or if introduced as a hearing

exhibit.

3. On or before February 6, 2009, all parties shall serve and file direct testimony,

including exhibits.

4. On or before February 20, 2009, all paIiies shall serve and file rebuttal

testimony, including exhibits.



5. No witness shall be allowed to testify at the hearing unless that witness has

prefiled testimony pursuant to this procedural schedule with the exception of witnesses

offering live testimony regarding issues first raised in rebuttal testimony. Such testimony

shall not be duplicative of prefiled testimony. In the event that a party determines that it

will present testimony in response to rebuttal testimony from one or more witnesses that

have not prefiled testimony, the names and personal resumes of such witnesses, and 'a

general description of the facts and testimony to be offered by such witnesses shall be

provided to the other party and the Commission not later than February 25,2009.

6. Exhibits offered through a Party's witness shall be attached to prefiled

testimony. Any exhibit that may be used on cross-examination shall be disclosed to the

other party on or before February 27,2009, with a copy provided upon request.

Documents served or filed are served on the date they are received. All

documents shall be served bye-mail, in .pdfformat, and service bye-mail is effective

when received pursuant to the South Dakota Administrative Rules.

7. The hearing shall be held sometime in March of 2009 or as soon

thereafter as the Commission shall be able to hear this matter, in the State Capitol

Building, Pierre, South Dakota. The hearing will begin at a.m. CDT on

. Parties shall arrive prior to the commencement of the hearing to--------

mark exhibits.

8. The parties shall simultaneously serve and file post hearing briefs 20 days

following the hearing, along with proposed language for the disputed issues in the

interconnection agreement. The parties shall simultaneously serve and file reply briefs

14 days following the receipt of the initial post hearing briefs.



9. The Commission shall issue its decision resolving the issues in the arbitration

on or before April 20, 2009. The decision shall establish a procedure and schedule for

filing a confirmed arbitrated agreement for consideration by the Commission. The

Commission's resolution of the issues presented in the arbitration shall not be according

to "final offer" or "baseball" arbitration in which the Commission must accept the final

offer of one or the other party, but rather shall be according to "traditional" arbitration in

which the Commission may resolve issues presented as it determines to be proper

consistent with the facts presented and applicable legal requirements.

Dated this 21 st day of October, 2008.

RITER, ROGERS, WATTIER
& NORTHRUP, LLP

fl /) . /1

1J.{!vLtt'v rz:titjlL{jjJJ!t::'cJI/1/J../
Darla Pollman Rogers (J

Margo D. Northrup
319 South Coteau Street
P.O. Box 280
Piene, SD 57501
Telephone: (605) 224-5825
Facsimile: (605) 224-7102


